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Success magazine ranks u of L, IU
. t 25 ·h I ~
t
ID op
sc oo s 1or en repreneurs
The Courier.Journal

The University of Louisville and Indiana University have made a national business magazine's list of the best
schools for students who want to start
their own businesses.
Both schools cracked Success magazine's new list of the 25 best business schools for entrepreneurs after
being named last year as two of 10
up-and-com4tg schools of• that son:.
The Top 25 list and a new list of upend-a>ming schools that includes In-

diana's Ball State University are in
the magazine's September edition.
The magazine said both U of L and
IU bad improved support programs
for students and that U of L had
strengthened its curriculum and faculty as well.
Areas evaluated included school resources, faculty qualifications, student caliber, the breadth of the rurriculum and programs connecting students with businesses.
Other schools on the Top 25 list include the University of Perinsylvania's

Wharton School. Baylor, Bri~ham
Young, Cornell, Harvard, Nonhwest·
em and Tulane universities: the universities of California at Berkeley and
Los Angeles; and the universities of
Colorado, Illinois, Maryland. North
Carolina. Southern California and
Texas.
"In two years, our college went
from an unknown to among the best
in teaching entrepreneurship," said
Robert Taylor, dean of U of L's College of Business and Public Adminis·
tration.
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SUE BENNETT COLLEGE
''Who needs enemies with friends
like these." This phrase, familiar to
Kentuckians, comes to mind when
.we hear and read .about the problems
confronting Sue Bennett College in
London, Ky. This small college,
which has served the youth of southeastern Kentucky for more than a
century, has real problems engendered by poor leadership, funding
difficulties facing all private colleges,
and loss of support from a large segment of a forgetful local community.
As alumni and a former trustee, we
recognize the validity of these problems and are disconcerted by the
named causal factors, but in addition
are concerned about the media treatment of the problem. That includes
emphasis on the sensational negative
aspects while ignoring the many positive factors. That approach adversely
influences potential donors who are
badly_ needed now. An article in the
Aug. 11 Courier-Journal compared the
cost of state-supported institutions
with.branches in London. The tuition
for these branches was given as the
sole expense for attending while the
entire tuition and room-and-board
costs for attending Sue Bennett were
given as, comparison. In actuality the
majority of Sue Bennett's students are
commuters and pay around'$7,400,
less than the $12,000 figure that boarding students pay.
Vanous feature articles since the
college's crisis has become public have
cited competition from state-supported
schools as one of Sue Bennett's big
problems. In actuality, until the scare

campaign began, the institution had
realized its enrollment goals. The
physical plant, faculty size and current
mission place around 400 students as
optimum. Why do 400 students enroll
at Sue Bennett when such a "bargain
education" awaits them across town?
It is, in our opinion, the unique approach to education that Sue Bennett
has offered throughout the years. Students, some attracted by a climate that
facilitates their reliJ!:ious convictions. ,
some not yet ready for the impersonal
climate in state institutions, find an environment that provides !he perfect
transition for them from sheltered rural surroundings to the university setting after one or two years.
Another area of concern for us is the
"what have you done for me lately" attitude of some of the citizens in the local community. As previously stated,
for JOO years that institution has provided both tangible and Intangible
benefits to London and the surrounding area. So-called progress bas not
completely supplanted the cultural,
economic and social values that Sue
Bennett has provided. Yet some ill-advised citizens have actively worked
against the college in favor of tax-supported schools.
We call upon the journalistic community to remember that integrity and
accuracy are what make great newspapers and upon area residents to remember the important role the college
has played in the community and support yout institution in its time of need.
SARA LEE arid E. C. SEELEY

Lexington, Ky. 40502
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The Daily.Independent, Ashland, KentucKy,
Friday,_ AuguSt 29, 1997

Enrollment drops
under Patton plan
The fall semester is now under
way at all the local institutions of
higher learning, so now should be ~
good time to take a look at how om
area is doing.
Morehead State University seems
to have an increased enrollment thi
fall. That's good - more students
mean more classes and more teachers and more jobs and more money
for the local economy. Looks good.
. Ohio University Southern Campu
m Ironton seems to be doing well
also. In fact, there is a rumor going
around that OUSC's enrollment of
Kentucky students has increased b}
about 50 percent. Well, that's great
for OUSC, but there seems to be a
problem here as far as we Kentuckians are concerned. Wonder what it
is?
Marshall University must be having a banner year! MU has already
had to lease about 100 rooms at a
local motel just to house its students. And it has a waiting list for
student housing with more than 200
names on it- and that list is grow·ing every day. Way to go Marshall!
Well, how about our local Ash!anc
Community College? As of August
27, we had 2,228 students enrolled at
ACC - but there-seems to be a prot
!em here. Last fall semester at this
time, 2,47,7 students enrolled - that
looks like a 10 percent drop in enrollment here at ACC. That that
can't be correct! I must have misfigured, or I forgot to take something
into account.
Wait, I know: I forgot about Gover
nor Patton's Post-Secondary Edu~ation Improvement Plan, passed
Just a few·months ago, and this is
one of the improvements. The peopl<
didn't want it, the students certain!}
didn't want it - but Paul Patton
our great Eastern Kentucky gov~rnor, wanted it. Thanks, Guv we
won't forget you.
'
John B.•Mc:Clanaban Jr,
ABhlant
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By M1KE EMBRY
AssoclATED PRESS

THE

MOREHEAD - Morehead State
wants to continue the momentum
ii had last year, when the Eagles
--------finisheth.a winning record for
the first time in several years.
"It's a real boost for us going
into this season," senior halfback
Chris Berry said. "We know we
can build on it and have more success.''

Morehead State finished 6-4 last
year, the school's first winning season since'· 1986. During those lean
years, Morehead State became a
non-scholarship program and an
NCAA I-AA independent, meaning
it could play a weaker schedule
each year.
"As we approach the 1997 season,
we're excited and pumped up about
it," said Morehead ·State coach
Matt Ballard, who had 2-17 record
in his first two seasons at the
helm. "But I think 1997 will be the
most intensity, most challenging
year that we've faced. It's going to
talrn a supreme effort on our foot•

ball team's part."
Morehead State returns six offensive and four defensive starters
from last year's squad that averaged 30.8 points and gave up 25.2.
The team's strength will be in
the backfield, with quarterback
Doug Turner, fullback Anthony
Ravizee and running backs David
Bone and Berry back from last season.
·
Turner, a senior, completed 96-of-.
173 passes for 1,340 and 10 touch·
downs and ranked 17th nationally
in passing efficiency at 135.9. Bone
was the leading rusher with 685
yards while Ravizee had 647 and
Berry contributed 468.
Berry also led the Eagles in re-

ceptions with 22 while Bone had 20.
Although the backfield returns
intact, Ballard must replace three
players on an inexperienced offensive line. Juniors Todd Chase
and Kimba Bush, both of whom
caught eight passes last season, are
back at wide receiver.
Mackenzie McKnight, a secondteam All-American tackle, heads
the defensive unit that includes
veteran tackle Jeremy Binakosky
and cornerback Donzell Dawson.
"McKnight is a big anchor on defense for us," Ballard said of the 6·
foot-3, 285-pound senior. "He nol
only makes big plays, but he's a
leader for us. He keeps everyon~
loose."

Ballard expects several freshman
to play important roles this season.
"Even though we're young and
inexperienced, we are more athletic than we've been in a few
years," he said.
Ballard said the Eagles also must
avoid injuries if they are to continue their winning ways.
"Our playmakers have got to
stay healthy," he said. "We don't
have that much clepth right now."
McKnight, who has been with
the program through some difficult
times, tries to be realistic when he
looks at the coming season.
"We at least want to win one
more game than we clid last year."
he saicl.
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-1,123 have served
in 36 years; UK sent
287 and U Of L, n4
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
Rachel. Morse spent four years at
Indiana University soaking up selfconfidence and the idealism that she
believes has lingered there since the
1960s.
After graduating in May 1993, she
took the lo~cal next step for an adventurous idealist. She joined the
Peace Corps.
Morse, who grew up in Louisville,
is one of 1,123 !U-Bloomington graduates who have volunteered for the
Peace Corps in the program's 36-year
history. A recent tally shows. the
school ranks 15th among all universities in the number of graduates who
have chosen the Peace Corps' blend
of service, adventure and immersion
in another culture. ·
Founded in 1961, the Peace Corps
offered Americans what came to be a
widely popular means . of answering
President John F. Kennedy's chaflenge to ask what one could do for
one's country.
More than 150,000 volunteers have
served in the Peace Corps - teaching, fighting hunger and disease,
helping start small businesses and
bringing clean water to communities
- and almost all have been college
graduates. Of the nearly 6,500 Peace
Corps volunteers now serving in 87
countries, 97 percent hold bachelor's
degrees.
The University, of California at
Berkeley is the top producer of Peace
Corps volunteers, at 2,960 graduates.
Rounding out the top five schools are
the University of Wisconsin-Madison
(2,237 volunteers), the University of

..yashington (1,990), Harv"!'1 {!nivers,ty _(1,966) and the Umvers,ty of
M1ch1gan-Ann Arbor (1,821), where
Kenn_edy announced the Peace Corps'
creation.
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.
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orse maJpore me 10 ogy1 a t '
then, as . a eace orps vo un eer,
t~ught sc1en~e fof two years at ~ rural
high school m Z1m~abwe. Shes now.
a gradu_ate s_tudent m forestry at Purdue_ (!mvers,ty.
.
C1tmg her own expenence as a
te~ching ~nd laboratory assist~t, she
said lU l{!V~S undergraduates confidence-buildmg experiences that allow
people ... to feel that they can do
whatever they want_ an~ can take on
the challenges of a Job like the Peace
Corps.''.
.
Jennifer Osterme1er, spokeswoman
for the Peace Corns' regional office in
Chicago said m's record of produc· g olunteers has a lot to do with
m v
h
U d
camp":" atmosp ere. I gra uate students mclude many Pe~ce Corps veterans who pass on thell' enthusiasm
for the experience to undergraduates,
she said.
There is also "an open-minded, free
feeling" at lU and a "tendency to I
have a lot of free and open conversa- :
tions which can lead to discussions 1
of political values of internationalism," she said.
'
Thomas Chiari said the ambitions
of students at Johns Hopkins University, where he graduated in 1991,
tended toward the lucrative fields of
medicine and law. Chiari marched to
a different drummer, and after graduating he taught math at a high school
in Guinea as a Peace Corps volunteer.
"I'm not sure service was the numher one ideal of my classmates," said
Chiari, who now teaches math and
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who are interested in volunteering get
infonnation.
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Ostermeier said the remaining cam-

helps direct the upper division of pus recruiters in the states served by
Kentucky Countiy Day School in Jef- the Peace Corps' Chicago office (Ilbferson County.
nois, Ohio, Michl~an, Indiana, KenPeace Corps' records support that lucky and Missoun) are at the univerimpression: Johns Hopkins, in Balli- sities of Ulinois and Michigan, Ohio
more, has produced the same number State University, Ohio University and
1 teers as mvves tem Was bin. S(:on Umvers1
·
'ty tn
· St. LoUIS.
·
of peace COfJ?S vo.un
Kentucky Uruvemty, 83.
' Dec1S10ns about where to base reSuperficially, the Peace Corps vol- cruiters have to do a schools' volununteer totals for Berea College (61) teer-production record and whether
and . C,entre ~ollege (39) . may not they teach the "~~rder, s~arcer skills
seem 1mpress1ve. But relallve. to e~- that we look for, she said. .
rollment, only a handful of maJor urnlU doesn't have a recruiter m part
versities can boast higher volunteer because students there tend to volunrates than the two Kentucky private teer in satisfactoiy numbers without
colleges.
special prodding, Osterm~ier said.
Given Berea's requirement of labor
Kentucky probably yields _fewer
and service from all.students "it's not volunteers than any other state m the
a surprise that they would 'continue Cl!icago re!!lon, but UK cou~ts. as a
on with their service after they leave pnme ~,tmen\ ground, pnnc1pally
school " said Berea spokeswoman because of its agnculture and forestry
Callee~ Lester.
pro~, said Russell Stone, a ~Brenda Cuny, a Berea senior from cru1ter m the ~1!Jcago office. Stone 1s
Hindman, Ky., said her experience as scheduled to visit the UK campus Oct.
student director of "Students for Ap- 20-21.
palachia,'' Berea's largest campus
To compens_ate f?.r the absence of a
service group prompted her 10 apply campus recruiter, we make regular
for the Peace' Corps.
vi.sits down to H;e',',tucky, at l~ast o~ a
..I
h dr d5 0 f
semesterly bas1S, Osterme1er said.
II
see un e
ot~er co e~e "And we uy to get the word out when
~tudents. who are ~ l y ~volved .m we're going to be down there.''
mllu~nci~g people s lives, she said.
Returned volunteers who signed up
"I think 1I would be great to have the ,
.
.
.
opportunity 10 contribute on the inter- after gett,~g their sheepski~s tend to
national level "
be uneqmvocal on the wisdom of
. ·
•
• •
their choice.
11 1t's the best two years of my life,"
Bellarmme Co11ege m LoutSVII1e has
produced 34 Peace Corps volunteers. Chiari said.
Creighton Mershon, gene~ counsel
Mershon said the experience confor ~ell~outh-Kentucky, sai~ the co!- vinced him that, "if I could do this,
l~ge s libei:a,1 arts "'!d seMce tra!fi- there are a lot of other things I can
bans went mto the ffllX that drew him step up and do. 11
into the Peace Corps after he gradualThe Peace Corps "teaches you a lot
ed in 1963.
, abotit people in general," Morse said.
Over the next two years in Venezu- "And I think It sort of grounds you to
ela, Mershon taught physical educa- the values in your own culture, and
lion and health in a high school, the things in your own culture you
scrounged medicines for a health clin- would like to change."
ic and watched the country sweat out
Mike Willson couldn't volunteer for
a touch-and-go transition to democra- the Peace Corps when he graduated
cy. "It was a veiy enlightening and from the University of Illinois. The
maturing experience," he said.
y~ar. was. 1960, and the Peace Corps
Kay Roberts a fonner Peace Corps d1dn t eXIst yet.
volunteer who 'works in UK's intemational affairs office, helps students

I

-He did sign up a year later, becoming an early entry on the Urbana campus's roster of 1,550 Peace Corps volunteers. Only seven universities have
produced more.
His two years in Colombia were
"the greatest maturation
process that
I can think of, 11 said Willson, a Louisville marketing executive. "I'd go tomorrow, if they'd have me."
The University of Evansville has
produced 30 Peace Corps volunteers,
including Ostermeier. She said a semester in England and church-sp6nsored work in Brazil nudged her in
the direction of the Peace Corps.
She signed up after graduating in
1990 and spent two years teaching
English and HIV prevention in Thailand. The experience "changed me
and molded me into the person I am
now, and I wouldn't ever want to be
any different," she said.
"It makes you a compassionate,
caring and understanding person. I
wish that everybody had an opportunity to join Peace Corps."

l~TERESTED?
0

Fo· information about the
eace Corps, call (800) 424-

8580.
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Final candidate
for Western post
makes his pitch
Picking president
may take days
By CYNTHIA EAGLES
The Courier-Journal
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. -The last
finalist for president of Western Kentucky University completed his campus visit yesterday, but regents said it
was unlikley they would name a new
president before the weekend.
Regents met for several hours in
closed session yesterday after interviewing insurance executive Eugene
Payne of Austin, Texas, the fourth
and last finalist seeking to succeed
Thomas Meredith.
The others visited last week. They
were James-Ramsey, Western's vice
president of,finance and administration who is also on loan to Frankfort

as state budget director; qary Ransdell vice president of adm1mstrat1on
and'advancement at Clemson University and Edward Hammond, presideni of Fort Hays State University in
Hays, Kansas.
The process has been so closely
guarded that it was difficult to predict yesterday how long it might t~ke
the II regents to reach a cfec1s10n.
Several regents said they ·have refrained from discussing and assessing the finalists until they have met
and listened to all four.
·
"It's ~oin~ to be a very difficult_ decision,' said regent Joy Gramh~,g.
"No one's talking among ourselves.
Several regents said yesterday's
session miS,ht produce a consensus,
but more likely it would merely get
them started thinking about th~ir
choice. Ramsey and Ransdell contmued to be strong contenders; several
people said they_ thought Hammond
also had made pomts.
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Dead fetus found
m· EKU dormitofY
BY SHERYL EDELEN
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU

RICHMOND - Students at Eastern Kentucky University had more questions than answers yesterday after a dead fetus was discovered in a dormitory bathroom Tuesday afternoon.
Details were sketchy yesterday, and no charges
were filed in the case pending an autopsy. In the meantime, students struggled to make sense of the incident.
"I. think it's so sad," said Sara ·Richardson of Irvine,
as she sat in the student center with her friends.
"I was adopted, and even though my mother didn't
keep me, she still had enough respect for me and herself to drive herself to the hospital when she was in labor," the 18-year-old freshman said.
·
According to campus officials, the fetus was found
about 3 p.m. in Sydney Clay Hall by two residents, in a
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Payne, by comparison, seemed less
dynamic than the other three, observers said yesterday.
Yesterday, Payne read aloud at
length from a Western alumni publication and other articles. An article
he quoted from the Alumni magazine
discussed a Glasgow company's re-

cent decision to create a more than
$200,000 endowment for certain
Western engineering programs.
"This needs to be done a hundred
times," Payne said.
He also pitched himself as someone who manages by empowering
people to set goals and priorities. He
said one of his first actions would be
to review Westem's two main longrange planning documents with help
from a broad base of the Western·
community, and then "put into place
an action plan."
_
While most observers were predicting a possible lengthy wait on the regents' decision, coordinators of two
candidate screening groups suggested that others may have seen clear
choices.
But neither faculty senate president Arvin Vos nor registrar Freida
Eggleton would divulge their groups'
preferences. ·Vos presided over a focus group of faculty, staff and students that asked the candidates the
same questions ·about academic and
administrative priorities.
Eggleton presided over forums
open to anyone on campus and said
about 20 percent of the 100 to 150
people who attended the forums sent
her assessments of each finalist.
Vos and Eggleton said the reports
they gave the regents yesterday
merely assessed candidates' strengths
and weaknesses.

itoilet on the seventh floor. The 10~tory dorm has 350 residents. . ,
,Ron ~II. dn:ctor_ of pu~lic m~tionf6r'the umvers,!Y, said cam~us police and the Madi~n Co~ty
troroner's.office are amductmg a Jomt
ililvestigation. The fetus was pro~ounced dead at the scene, he said. .
: - Although :the age of the fetus 1s
~l,nown, Harrell said it _was far
~nough along to be recognizable as
~ human baby.
'· - An autopsy was performed on
'.the fetus yesterday at the state medIical examiner's office in Frankfort.
;- -"Madison County Coroner Embry
!rurry said it could be 10 to 15 da~s
~ e autopsy findings are released.
f;-; _~he mother's name and other
i:Jietails of t!ie incident_
be wi_thRield until authonties decide

t.

mil

whether the case should be presented to a Madison County grand jury.
It is unclear for now, Curry said,
whether the death was intentional,
or the result of a miscarriage.
Curry said the mother sought
medical treatment, but would not
provide details.
Tuesday's incident is at least
the third in the last six years involvjng Eastern.
In 1991, a full-term baby girl
found dead in the Madison County
landfill was traced back to a dumpster
used by one of EKU women's dormitories. The mother was never found
Later the same year, an infant
born in a Burnam Hall bathroom died
of exposure after policesay her mother, Pamela Michelle.Harris, wrapped
her in a plastic bag and threw her in
a dumpster behind the building.
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UK's Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
facing hazing allegations, investigation
BY HoLLY E. STEPP
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

One of_ t~e Ui:iiversity of Kentucky's old~t fraternities, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, is facmg charges of hazing that could lead to its
probation or expulsion.
UK officials met with local and national
representatives of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Tuesday to discuss allegations that members had hazed pledges, students aspiring to
become members.
"We presented the information to the fraternity_ supporting why we believe they engaged m hazing," said David Stockham, UK
dean of students. "They now have a reasonable amount of time to investigate the matter and respond to the allegations."
. A response from the SAE chapter at UK
is expected in October.
··
'.]'he university's allegations, which were
o~thned to the fraternity in a letter from Assistant Dean of Students Victor Hazard,
involve an event at an off-campus residence
m May that SAE members attended.
Ac~ording to police reports, neighbors
complained about a noisy party at 410 Pennsylvama Court. UK and Lexington police arn_ved and cited members on charges of noise
v10lations and underage drinking.

'; The SAE chapter
'
does not
have a house on campus. A new
5l2 million residence, funded ·by
alumni, is under construction on
campus on Rose Lane.
: Stockham declined to release
the details of the alleged hazing or
sr,ecify how the university was notified, saying that it was the uni\Oersity's policy to withhold the details until the fraternity has had a
chance to respond.
: Peter Nesmith, president of the
~ chapter at UK, could not be
rrached for comment yesterday.
, Founded in 1900, the UK chapter's alumni include some of the
state's most famous names, such
Lexington businessman and
thoroughbred breeder W.T. Young
apd former Gov. Edward T. "Ned"
ljreathitt..
' While hazing is defined differently at each university, it generally has included .activities ranging
ftom the forced performance of demeaning or embarrassing tasks to
forced drinking or physical abuse.
Most hazing is done as part of the
initiation for new members.
' In such cases, officials from
the fraternity or sorority's national
office investigate the allegations.
The local organization, under
guidance of national officials, may
then decide to sanction itself or
appeal the university's action.
Often, the national representative is a local alumnus, which often allows 'for a quick response to
the allegations. But in UK's case, a

as

staff member from SAE's national
office was sent to assist the chapter.
"One of the main things we
look for is whether it is an individual acting or whether the problem
is chapter-wide," said Pete Stevenson, director of communications
for SAE's national organization in
Evanston, Ill. "That plays a factor
in what action we decide to take in
such a case."
SAE is one ofthe oldest fraternities in the nation, founded at the
University of Alabama in 1856,
and has one of the largest memberships.
.
In recent months SAE's na!ional organization has stepped
mto the activities of individual
chapters.
. Last month, the national orgamzation suspended all SAE activities at Louisiana State University
after a 20-year old pledge died after a drinking binge with fraternity members. Benjamin Wynne 20
of Covington, La., had a blood-a!'.
coho! level six times higher than
Louisiana's legal limit.
SAE chapters in Kentucky
have also had problems.
In 1986, the SAE chapter at
Eastern Kentucky University was
placed on probation for l½ years
. after a 19-year old pledge, Michael
]. Dailey of Erlanger, died after
drinking at a party at the fratPmity house.
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.'Musketeers' spark Eagles' win
BY RICK BAILEY
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

MOREHEAD - The Three Musketeers· of Morehead State ran over, under,
around and through Austin Peay last
night, and the Eagles opened the season
with a 55-43 victory.
David Bone, one of the Musketeers residing in the Morehead backfield, scored
three touchdowns in the first half, four in
the game.
Anthony Ravizee responded with two
quick touchdowns early in the second half.
And Chris Berry caught a 59-yard
scoring pass from Doug Turner as Morehead outscored Austin Peay 22-6 in the
third quarter to break open a close game.
Turner did pretty well himself, throwing touchdown passes to each of the
Three Musketeers and amassing 278 air
yards in all.
"How sweet it is!" Morehead Coach
Matt Ballard said. "I'm very pleased with
our effort and intensity. We made the
plays when we needed to make them.
"The Musketeers and Turner speak
for themselves. They give us so many options. If (opposing defenses) taki;_~way
. one thing, we go to the next Musketeer."
Turner praised Morehead's offensive
line, which helped the Eagles gain 509 total yards compared to Austin Peay's 474
yards.
"They gave me time to throw and
opened the holes for the Musketeers,"
Turner said. "I love playing on the same
team with the Musketeers. They make my
job a lot easier."
The ·game matched two former football-playing members of the Ohio Valley

Conference, which now offer only
1).eed-based scholarships. This is
l}lorehead's second season as a Division I-AA independent, while
Peay is just making the move away
from athletic grants. The Governors
will play an OVC schedule but will
not compete in the league.
: The visitors, behind a recordsetting performance by quarterback
Adam Pineo, competed with Morehead for the first half before the Eagles took control.
, The lead changed hands five
dimes in the first half as Bone
scored his three touchdowns a11d
Peay receiver Frank Escobar talJied
ewice.
' Because Bone scored last ~ on
<). 2-yard run 18 seconds before intermission - Morehead led 23-21
at the break.
: The Governors scored on their
fast possession of the Coach Bill
$chmitz era.
; Pineo completed three passes,
including a 26-yarder to Chris
$lack to the Morehead 5. Black
scored from there on the next play
3¼ minutes into the game.
·
: After Nate Poe's 27-yard field
goal, Morehead went ahead 10-3 on
4n 86-yard drive featuring one pass,
;j. 16-yarder to Berry that set up
6one's 4-yard score with 32 seconds
left in the first quarter.
. Pineo and Escobar teamed up
iim their first scoring play when the
!knior flanker caught the ball in full

stride and raced 56 yards two min-

11tes into the second quarter.

: The Eagles used three big gains
to take a 17-13 lead with 5:09 before
the break. Berry caught a 30-yard
pass, Ravizee ran for 25 yards and
Bone was wide open for an 18-yard
:!coring pass from Turner.
: Peay regained the lead thanks
\o 34- and 27-yard receptions by
O.T. Todd to the Morehead 4. Escobar caught a pass and the twopoint conversion deep in the end
zone 2:12 before the break.
Morehead then swept 56 yards
ln eight plays, with Bone scoring
for a 23-21 Eagle lead. ·
·
: The t~s combined for 511 to\al yards m the first half, Morehead
leading 278-233.
: Morehead continued to score at
will after intermission. Kuiiba Bush·
· caught a 38-yard pass to the Peay
25 on the first play. Four snaps later, Raviz~ bulled his way in from
the 9.
The Eagles' defense stopped
Peay on third-and-1, then Berry
raced 65 yards to the Peay 5 with a
punt return. Ravizee scored from
· the 2 with 10:33 left in the third
I quarter.
The home team punted on its
next possession, then Berry hauled
in a Turner pass at the Peay 30 and
ran untouched for a 59-yard scoring
play and a 45°21 MSU lead_ with
4:19 left in the period;
·,----,-
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Regents·fo'-iiuill n_ext _president ~undaf:

'=,

Western·Kentucky Umvers1ty regents will meet m
cliisedsessioii'Sunday as.they work to select the·
schoc>i's ii'exf piesidenti.The regents this week completed interviews with,the· five· finalists for president. The
regents,meflleiiiiid closed doors Wednesday with .
insurance executive Eugene Payne, one of four cand1- ·!lat~ seeking to succeed Thomas Meredith. The others
who visited last week wete:JamesRafuseY;Westem's''l
·vioe president of finance and administration, who is' '
also on loan to Frankfort as state budget director; Gary
Ransdell vioe president of.administration•and advance-,
ment at Clemson University; and Edward:Hamniond,. ,.
f pre,,ident of-Fort Hays Sta~_Universityj1Hiays, ~
1:Kaiisas~f;,Ti~i°'-y:~~~~;1Ja~-;/~:j~~jz;;ft9\1t]~.U~t:;;~~ ~

i'
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State's new
med school
opens today)
'

Planners of Pikeville facility1
hope graduates stay in area :
'·(

AssoclATEO PRESS

PIKEVILLE - Classes begin today at Kentucky'~:
third and newest medical school, an unassuming:
group of classrooms tucked into the heart of the Ap-..
palachian Mountains.
;
Some physicians still question the need for a third
state medical school and are concerned about its po;
tential drain on the state's flagship medical schools at:
the University of Kentucky and the University or:
Louisville.
·
But supporters say Pikeville College's School of
Osteopathic Medicine is a necessary lifeline to the
mountains that will train doctors to serve in one of
the nation's poorest, most medically underserved re-

gions.

·

·

M•

•

!!

"If we pick them from here, teach them here and
train them here, they'll stay here," ·said Dr. John Strosnider, the school's dean and a former professor
at the University of Health Sciences College of Oste<P.
pathic Medicine in Kansas City; Mo.
Lois Baker, executive director of the Mountain
Comprehensive Health Corp., hopes Strosnider is. ·
right. But since the school's graduates won't be ready :
to practice for several years, she says she's hesitant
to assess the potential effect of the college on Eastern· _
Kentucky health care.
·
"If we get well-trained, very gung-ho doctors whci
want to practice excellent primary care medicine in
Eastern Kentucky, that will be just great. And that's
what I truly hope will happen," said Baker, who over, sees-five clinics in Perry, Letcher,
Owsley and Breathitt counties.
A recent study conducted for
the Good Samaritan Foundation
by the University of Kentucky's
Center for Rural Health shows
that family-practice physicians
remain in short supply in Appalachia:
· ·
· "·_;
. Thirty-six of Kentucky's eastern and southeastern counties
· fall below the national average of·
one family-practice doctor for.
every'l,226 residents. All but six
ofthih.~lfunties ·..:._ Bell, Floyd;
Greenup, Johnson, Leslie and
Rowan - fall below the state average of one physician for every
1,784 Kentuckians.
The Kentucky Medical Association has taken no position on
the.new medical school, but its
p;esident, . Ilr:•:,,,.William H.
Mitchell;:·says. the:board is conoeined '.ioou[liow:.:a~fuiid Ken- ·

tuclcy:-'meiiii:al"co1rijtt wm 'affect '
funding at'UK'aiid u of L.

Influential state Sen. Benny
Ray Bailey, a Hindman Democrat
who;neads .ther-.Senate. budget.
committee,. alreaiiy-has said"'he,
I will_Jleek .tuiticifl. assistance for.;

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

the medical school's students
from Kentucky. In the first class,
that means 37 of the 60 enrolled.
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New medical school may cure some of mountains' woes
counties.
$22,000 annual tuition at Pikeville with
A recent study shows that fami- the $8,400 charge for Kentucky stulypractice physicians remain in short dents at ihe UK and U oft medical
PIKEVILLE, Ky. - When classes supply in the mountains,
schools.
,egin tomorrow at Kentucky's newest
Thirty-six of Kentucky's eastern and
Bailey said money would come from
nedical school, it will be a longawait- , southeastern counties fall below the the S!ate's coal severance tax and that
.
studentswhoacceptthestipendswould
ed event for some entering students at nallona1average of one familypractice: be required to enter family practices in
Pikeville College's School of doctor for every 1,226 residents. All but underserved areas of Kentucky for the
Osteopathic Medicine.
six of the counties ~ Bell, Floyd, same number of years for which they
"Yes, it's kind of like a dream come Greenup, Johnson, Leslie and Rowan take the tuition irants.
true," said Tim Wright, 32, of Virgie, a - fall below the state average of one
B ·1
II dt
b "dy ra· b
hysician for every 1,784 Kentuckians,
at ey ca e
e su s1
,r ecause
former coal miner, crosscountry truck P
the state subsidizes the cost of
rd
10
1997
stu
th
driver and Navy laboratory technician. acco ing a
dy done for e Kentuckians'educationattheothertwo
"It really seems strange to me that this , Good Samaritan Foundation by the schools.
wasalifelongplan,andnowl'mputting University of Kentucky's Center for
. h
.
Rural Health.
.
... , .
EMERY WILSON, UK's medical
it all together and it's appemng."
Still, even as ihe_ fi_'rst class of 60,s!,li,tti dean; is among those questioning the
The school itself fulfills a dream of dents begins studyinrit,lhe llilie~!,W,c: need for a third Kentucky medical
its founders - to train doctors they school, some Kentuc nie<!itlal leai}:1:1· school, but he said
hope will stay in Eastern Kentucky, ers question the need or it. They also
UK will coor.erate
which has long struggled toattractfam- wonder if l>ikeviUe College, a private, with Pikevil e in
ily phrsicians.
.
iliberal-arts s_chool with about 760 stu- eve,y way pos~ible.
Wnght and other students, mclud- •~ents, can muster the fil)ancial muscle
Mitchell, ~•th th e
ingafatheranddaughterfromAshland, 11cir such an ambitious undertaking.
~ • chlled 11 a Phrad
said that's just what they plan to do.
I· · The, Kentucky-Mediqil•Association
o; / at_ a ; _1r
James Aphrem, 47, was forced to ihastakennopositiciri.onthe.issue;but SC 00
IS
emg
forgo medical school nearly 30 years )Jts president, Dr. Williajn H._Mitchell, laudn'ii'e1 Lafted U~
ago in India because his family could- , says the ·jlroup's board• is concerned tahn . 0 . re uced
·
h ,. b t th dKe t'tky d"cal JI g , eir en1ermg me n'tafford,t.Now,afteracareerteac_- :a ou aa·· ,r. n, u. ne~~M•., cholle e, ical school classes.
ing high school and college, he and his ! eyen . pnva e . o . . , c e • a Class sizes were cut
daughter, Anoopa;21, want to become ' ,jl.,chmond surg~_ol!• .. says. c~ncerns in 1982 because offifamily-practice doctors in Eastern ;)I!clude the poss1b1hty_._th~ P1kev1lle
. I th
ht th
.
I •school may eventually seek state sup- c,a 5
oug
e.
.
K~?tucky. .
;iiort, which he fears could financiallr , ' s~hools were producing mor~ ph:i-s1If we pick the!1' from here, tea~h I ,1tndercuttheniedjcalschoolsattheum- c1ans \han needed. But the P1kev1lle
them here and train them here, ~ey 111 '"ersities of Kentucky and Louisville.
school s supporters say not enough of
stay here," said Dr. Joh11 Strosmder, ,, . And an effort 10 get state funding those graduates come to Eastern
the school's dean.
:already is being considered by .one Kentucky.
Lois Baker, executive ~ector of the /"'1ountain . Jegisfator anil- qi/y,._ Pa\1.1 .: . Strosnider, who left a p_ost as,assoMountam Comprehensive Health :Patton - though school off1C1als say, c1ate dean and professor Jlt , the
Corp. hopes Strosnider is right. But 'they dop't plan to ask for it. . ,
· University of Health Sciences College
since the school's graduates won't be ; ,.. · J_nfluenllal_ st~te .'Sen. Ben11f Ray , of Osteopatpic Medicine in Kans~s City,
ready to practice for several years, she :}lluley, a Hmdman PemQC"3t who/ !"Jo., s~,d Pikeville had_ 450 app)1cal!ls,
calls it premature to assess theirpoten- ;headstheSenatebudgetcomm1tteeand mcludmg 150 Kentuckians, for,1ts first
tial impact on Eastern Kentucky health 'ls also administrator of a primary care class and that 37 Kentucky st11dents
care
·
·health clinic, said he will seek tuition were accepted. Most of the others
"If we get well-trained, very gungho assistance for the medical school's S";'· ~cc~pted were fro~Appalachia~ c~u~doctors who want to practice excellent dents ~ro~ Kentucky. Patton, who 1s hes m sout~el"!' ~h10, w~stern V1rgm1a
primary care medicine in Eastern fro_m P1kev11le, supports that prop?sal, and West Virgm,a, he said. ,
Kentucky that will be just great. And Balley an~ a Patton spo~es'!'an said.
By contrast, UK and U of L typically
that's w~~t I truly hope will happen,"
Patton ,salf1!S!eeatP1key1lleCollege receive up to 4,000 applicants a year
said Baker, who oversees five clinics ~~~ a former Pike County Judgeexecu- for 2~2 slots. Some 95 percent_,of their
in Pe=
B..
.
entenng students
......, Letcher, Owsley and Breathitt
at 1ey sa1'd he w1.11 see k leg·1s1a1ton
.
. are Kentuckians.
. .
andfundsinthel998Genera1Assembly
. Str?s~1der sa,d apphcahons for
· .. . ,.,.,._,:_,.. , . . ,.. .. ,.,,..,.:,.. ... ,.., P1krv11le s second class could top 2.000
ly RICHARD WILSON
rhe Courier-Journal

students. This year, he said, the school such schools ar~ more likely to enter
was prohibited from advertising or family practice in underserved areas!
recruiting until it received its j,rovi- Also, osteopathic SffiOols do,not opei:J
sional accreditation iii mid-July.
ate large leaching and tt,setiich hospi~
College grade-point averages for tals.
'
entering students at the three medical
Fifteen full-time faculty members
schools appear to be in the same range, have been hired, and 10 to 12 more will
with Pikeville's slightly lower: UK's is be signed on for next year, Strosnider
3.58; U of L's, 3.6; said. Physicians. in .Appalachia will
and Pikeville's, 3.21, serve as adjunct faculty to oversee stu:
. according to. figures dents' clinical training.
,
the schools.released.
·.
. ,
.... ,
The school's first-year operatmg:
Mitchell, of the budget is about $2 million, plus addi-j
KMA, and .~thers tionalspendingforadministrativeoverhav_e . ,9ues_t1oned head provided by Pikeville College.
~het~.er P1kev,l!e ~an Owens, who stepped down as president
hnd enough chmcal July I but still oversees several campus,
an~ post:gradua_te I· construction projects, says the college '
res1d_em,y sites for tis , will probably have to raise $2 million a '
students.
year to support the school when it ·
Strosnider
becomes fully operational.
acknowledged conClasses will begin in a large audito- ,
cern over that, but he rium and laboratories in the college's
said talks are underway with area hos- renovated Armington ScienceLeaniing
pitals and clinics. The school has two Center.
•
years to line up the ,clini.cal sites and
four years before residency sites are
Patton has played a pivotal role in
needed, he said.
winning $1.3 million in Appalachian
Residency sites. a.re c_~c.ial because Regional Commission grants to renovate portions cif the learning center.
studies show physiciaris,iife more like- Another $1 million ARC grant will be
ly io practice where they ao that post- sought for additional library space.
graduate training. Pikeville Methodist
Hospital, now underg6irig a· $75 milSo far, the grants, plus matching
liori expansion, will, serve . as ihe money from the college, have provid,
school'~ priinary teach\ng facility. The e~ laboratory and faculty office space,
hospital also has pledge(\ $800,000 to with the most recent one being earthe school .ovet•fo.ut, years.' Other marked for a new fifth story in the
pledges exceed $.3 niilliori.
Arynin/;lon center.
,
THE SCHOOL I~ the brainchild
PIKEVILLE undergraduates sar
of Paintsville lawyer G. Chad Perry 111, tpey welcome_ th~ medi~al school add1who has contributed,$l)nillion to an !Ion and predict 1I wil/ mcrease enroll-,
escrow fund to get ii started, Perry orig- I men! ~y attracting students who think
inally (loped to build 1the school in studymg there. will improve their
Paintsville, but quickly :learned con- chances for medical school, admission.
struclif!g a ca~pus, plti~,~u~ipg !l<JUij>- · "It should also enhance the college';
ment and paymg admln1.strators ~nd stature," said Clarence Moore a
faculty, was too cosl\y. H~ then 1 Springfield, Ohio.junior. . ..
'
approached banker_ and Pikeville
Beth Meade, president of Pikeville's
College trustee _Burlin Coleman and student government, agrees. Meade
then-President Bill Owens.
, who plans to attend pharmacy school:
"Chad had th~ dream," Owens said. say~,t~e ~ed_i,cal school could disprove
Perry decided to start an osteopath- the h,llbdly stereotype_ many people
:,. ..... ,..-1:,. ... 1 ,.,..1-. ... ,..11-,,.,..,..,,.,.. ........ .-1 ........... ,.., have of Eastern Kentuckians.

I

Pikeville College officials also are
considering a "fast-track" curricillum,
that _would allow qµalified students to'·
enter the college as freshmen be :id'mit-:
led to medical school after their junior '
year, and t~en receive a 6iiccalaui-eate'l
degree after finishing their firsfyear of!'
medical school.
. :. ·
·
'
;
li:1 . ',!ilJ/ '.'•h! 1, d:
Owens; the tonne~ p~esident, said,
the program wo.tild increllS.El, µader--i
graduate enroll'lleiihitd iiiipr6ve the
quality of students.
' ·,,
"It ~as the potential of ~ringing ve
quahf,ed, bright students in \Vho;ar
here because they want io go to med
ical school," he said.
.•

The only problem the school has pro
voked ~o far is a local housing short
age, said Pike County Judge-Executiv
Donna Damron. Otherwise she said
"everyone's excited about it:" ..
Part of that exciiement, Dam~on con
cedes, is that it will pump projecte
$6 million a year into the local econ
my.

a

. Meanwhile, James Aphrerri:says h
' IS undaunted by the transition fro
teaching at Ashland. -Communi
~allege to becoming a fr~sljµi~n med
,cal student.
:, ;
"It's something I've.wanted to do an
I'm going to do it, no matter;what i
takes."
1
WHATIS
.
OSTEOPATHY?
· oS·teopathlc· medicin
~ystem of diagnosis an
treatment that1ocuses
the rriusc·u!O-skeletal s

. --: ~·e muscles, bones;

splnal column and nerv

-=-. ps central to the

patient's well-being.
Osteopaths are train
that a disturbance lri on
body ~ystem can affect
others/Tt1ey also
emphasize nutrition an
.8nvironmeint as factors ·
hSalttJ.
·
••
Osteopathy reNes on
handS-on treatment su
manipulation and pa1pi
over more invasive
•
procedures slich as su~
and drugs.
Although osteopathy is a
separate field, the doctors
are fully trained in
conventional medicine . .
Osteopaths and medical
doctors receive similar
training and must pass
--~·• -r ,.__ - - - - •--•-

,he Daily lndepenaent. Ashland. Kentucky,
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,Governor dedicates. Guardian,
Rowan educational endeavor
With the agreement - and
the machine - Rowan County Senior High School becomes
only the second secMOREHEAD - What
ondary school in Kentucky
would make a machine that
offering a course in plastics
takes plastic pellets, melts
injection molding. The other
them, dyes the liquefied goo
is Pleasure Ridge Park High
and molds it into vehicleSchool
in Jefferson County.
trim parts so intriguing that
Rowan High industrial edthe governor of Kentucky
ucation teacher Paul Courtwould travel 120 miles to see
ney said 24 juniors and seit?
niors have enrolled in a
In the case of Paul Patton,
course that will teach the
it was a unique educational,
skills needed for entry-level
vocational and industrial coljobs in injection molding.
laboration that brought him
Roger Cline, Rowan Reto Rowan County Senior
gional Technology Center
High School on Thursday.
training and development coGuardian Automotive Inordinator, said the center
dustries, which will open a
will develop custom-designed
plant near Morehead this . courses and use the machine
fall, has placed a new $60,000,_ to train Guardian Automotive
35-ton, state-of-the-art, closedIndustries workers.
loop, computer-controlled,
MSU will expand course ofpolymer processing injection
ferings in polymer processing
molding machine at the
and provide resources to preschool.
pare supervisors and manageEarlier this summer, a coment personnel for Guardian's
operative agreement for
offices and plants in Morehead
work force training - focusand elsewhere.
ing on the machine - was
"Guardian is very excited
signed by representatives of about this venture," said
Guardian, the Rowan County
Bryon Davidson, general manBoard of Education, the
ager of the company's Rowan
Rowan Regional Technology
factory, which is adjacent to
Center, Morehead State Unithe high school. "We see it as
versity and the Local Labor
a very positive structure for
Market 19 School-to-Work
the community, as well as for
Partnership Council.
ourselves in the training of
"In the end ... what every
personnel."
company has to have is an
The School-to-Work Parteducated work force," said
nership Council - which
Patton, the molding machine
serves Rowan, Bath, Menifee,
humming and clicking in the
Morgan and Montgomery
background.
Counties - will coordinate the
By TOM LEWIS
OF THE DAI.LY INDEPENDENT

consortium's activities and
promote it as a model for other
school systems, manufacturers
and governmental agencies.
"The rules of business have
changed, and we accept the
challenge," said Dr. Keith Gannon, who chairs the council.
"To compete globally . in the
21st century, it is essential
that all our resources be employed efficiently."
The injection-molding consortium is an example of the
long-term work force development that is crucial for Eastern Kentucky to compete, Gannon said.
"These· partnerships that
we're forming are having results," Patton added. ·
Patton was at Rowari County
High School 11 months ago,
when Guardian officials announced plans to build a plant
in the industrial park adjacent
to the school campus. The factory is expected· to employ 400
people by the .summer of 1999,
Davidson said. · · :,,. •
·-,·;; •.. ;;.Jx -:·
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LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University of Kentucky must selectively develop graduate and research programs
as it seeks to move up in the peckin~
order of the nation's public univers1- .
. ties, UK President Charles Wethington said yesterday.
''We have no chance of achieving
our objective of bein~ a top 20 research institution without making
hard choices· as to where we can sueceed," Wethington said in his annual
remarks to UK's University Senate.
Wethington - who clashed with
Gov. Paul Patton over his plan to remove community colleges from UK · focused his remarks on changes facing UK as a result of the General Assembly's overhaul of higher education
earlier this year.
As part of the plan, UK lost all but
nominal control of the community
colleges but stands to get significant
state dollars to improve its national
status as a major research institution.
Wethington said UK welcomed the
legislative mandate to improve its research standing. But he also said the
state's commitment to assist it places
added responsibilities on UK - as
part of added fundinj! for research,
UK must come up with some of its
own funds to match state dollars.
UK won't get the money without
showing it has specific research
plans, he said.
"It is crystal clear ... that this assistance will not take the form of
huge sums of money tossed into the
'research barrel,' " he said. "We will
need a cohesive plan that holds real

1

\
UK President
· Charles
Wethington
·also discussed
the continued
Importance of
the community
college system
to the
unlveralty,

promise ofi achieving and sustaining
distinction among the nation's top research and graduate·programs."
A faculty task force is trying to develop that plan, and another group is
revising UK's strategic plan, Wethington said, ad~ that both groups are
to wind up therr work by the end of
the year. He also said that UK ''will
and can" l!leel any mandate for privale fund raising to match state funding for research initiatives.
In a reference to the most contraversial issue in the session - control
of the. state's community colleges Wethington said the two-rear schools
will continue to be vitally IIllportant to
UK even though it no longer has administrative control over them.
"We have, in the past, enrolled
more students from these colleges
than any ,other institution in Kentucky, and this will undoubtedly continue into the foreseeable future."
Consequently, he said, the quality
of UK's student body will continue to
be affected by students transfening
from these schools. "Thus we must
keep and :enhance our relationships
with these colleges. We must mainlain our close ties to these institutions
and their communities, and we will,"
Wethington said.
While the legislature left UK's
name on 13 of the community colleges, their day-to-day administrative
control was moved to a new state
board that also oversees the st~te's
technical schools.

UK.says.fraternity·
hit, shoved ple,dges,
. .. . . . . I
1

1

By RICHARD WILSON
The Courier.Journal

606-"783-2030
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UK president
~tresses, research .
10 annual address
Says_ university
must choose
where to excel
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The hazing charges that could lead to the pro- :
bation or expulsion (lf a University of Kentucky i
fraternity involve the intimidating arid hitting of 1
1
pledges.
. According to an Aug. 25 letter from the universi- '
ty to local and national·officials.of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, fraternity ·members verbally .in~midated anddegraded pledges; showered them with beer and hit
and shoved them during an off-campus party last
spring.
·
.
. . In a copy of the letter obtained by the HeraldLeader; Associate Dean of Students Victor Hazard cited violations of three parts of UK's Student Code as :
grounds for the charges: hazing, disorderly conduct :
and organizing disorderly programs.
· I
The university's Student Code defines hazing as 1
any action or situation that produces mental or physi. cal discomfort, · embarrassment, harassment or
ridicule. ,
As part of the charges, the letter also cites viola- '
tions of the city's noise ordinance and underage consumption of alcoholic beve1p,ges by 13 SAE members
and pledges during a May 15 party at 410 Pennsylvania Court.
·
Lexington and Uk police arrived at the party after
a neighbor complained about excessive noise from the
house.
UK's SAE chapter and officials from the fraternity's national organization are investigating and are expected to respond to the charges by October. The
group can choose either to sanction itself or appeal the
university's action.
·
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Signs designate havens
Morehead/Rowan Safe Place project launched
'
By ToM LEw1s
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD -· Imagine
that you're a child walking
home from a friend's house.
It's dusk. and you're alone except for a shadowy figure
lurking several paces behind
you. You're still a few blocks
from home, and the figure is
getting closer and closer.
You soon realize it's someone you've never seen before.
Now imagine that just
ahead is a business,. and in
the front window is a bright I
yellow, diamond-sl:laped sign !
that says "Safe Place." You ·
enter the business, the 1
stranger nervously continues
down the street, and you call
your parents for a ride
home.
A citizens group in Rowan
County envisioned just that ,
scenario and initiated one of ·
the first Safe Place projects '
in Eastern Kentucky to make ,
it a reality.
Morehead/Rowan County
Safe Place is a joint venture
involving the local Partnership._Against Violent Envi: ·
· ronments - known as PAVE .
- the Morehead Police De- ·
partment, the Rowan County
Family Resource and Youth
Services Centers and the
local Chamber of Commerce.
The initiative is designed
to educate Rowan County
students about safety guidelines and how to seek help if
they feel frightened or
threatened, and it designates
places to go if they are in potentially dangerous situations, said PAVE founder Bonnie Eaglin, Morehead State
University's first lady.

The program-·was ofllcl.ally
launched Tuesday at the first
Safe Place, the city/county
Emergency Medical Service
building on West Main Street
Morehead/Rowan County
EMS Director Don Adams said
children who live nearby stop
to see the equipment and f~l
comfortable there. .
other Safe Places will in•
. elude St. Claire Medical Center, Martin's Department
.store, All Seasons Flowers and
Gifts and TNT Gym in Morehead, and the U.S. Forest Service District Office on Ky. 801
near Cave Run Lake. They will
all display a "Safe Place" decal
near their entrances.
Organizers want other businesses to participate.
Eaglin said a Safe Pl_ace
needs to be open and visibly
staffed for several hours each

\
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day. Criminal background
checks will be conducted on
employees. Workers will be
trained to handle dangerous
situations with children, and
the business will have a hotline to Morehead police to request emergency services.
"I think it's a real good
idea," said Brittany Gibson, a
fourth-grader at Morehead Elementary School, · "because if.
someone's in danger, they can
go get help somewhere/'
The· Safe Place program
"means a lot . to every child
and student in Rowan County " added Rowan County Seni~r High School student Randalene Sergent.
·
Eaglln encouraged other
communities to start similar
programs.
Eventually, homes might
also be tabbed as Safe Places,
she added.
Eaglin organized PAVE with
Morehead Mayor Brad Collins
in 1995 with the goal of keep-1·
ing children safe. It has become an umbrella organization
for child-abuse ~revention.

l
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Ce~ebrating U of L
TICKLERS may quibble
over whether the University of Louisville is in fact
about to celebrate its
200th anniversary. The Kentucky
Encyclopedia gives U of L's
founding date as 1837 - when
the city council created the Louisville Medical Institute and the
Louisville Collegiate Institute.
Then, nine years later, the
General Assembly combined the
two schools, added a Jaw department and named it the University of Louisville. For the next 124
years, U of L ambled along as a
semi-private municipal school
until, in 1970, it joined the Kentucky system of public higher
education.
The fact is, however, that
U of L's lineage can be traced to
1798 - when eight pioneer families decided that a center of advanced learning was needed in
their raw, frontier town. A charter was granted for the creation
of the Jefferson Seminary, and it
is that occasion that is being
commemorated through April 3,
the official anniversary date,
and on until December 1998.
Last Thursday, three U of L
presidents - WIiiiam F. Ekstrom, Donald Swain and John

S

I

Shumaker - shared the honor 1
of lighting the bicentennial i
flame. It was an exciting mo- '
ment, which heralds months of
celebration for the entire community.
The fact is that U of L is a university that seives broad segments of our community, not
simply those who have attended
classes there. Its athletic teams
are sources of civic unity; it has I
an enviable end_owment, largely 1
raised · in the past 15 years; its
academic accomplishments seive !
us in all sorts of ways; it trains '
doctors, lawyers, teachers, engineers and nurses.
. The U of L bicentennial book
gives some perspective on what it
means to be 200 years old: Two
hundred years ago, the U. S. had
only 16 states; just two presidents '
had been elected, and the capital
was in Philadelphia. The White ,
House was still under construe- ,
tion. And Lewis and Clark had
not yet opened the West.
A final point: For those who insist on bemg competitive with the
University• of Kentucky, no matter how you calculate U of L's
age, it is still the older. UK, a federa! land grant college, was chartered in 1865.
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But he said he planned "to meet with Gov.
Thursday, September 11, 1997
(Paul) Patton to discuss further options with the
administration." He declined to elaborate.
-Morehead nixes
Ramsey became a vice president at WKU in
July 1992. He has been state budget director
since November 1995, when Patton was elected
MOREHEAD -'- The
governor. He was also a key Patton insider in the
Morehead City Council
governor's successful effort earlier this year to rehas declined an offer
vamp the state's higher-education system.
from Morehead State
The other finalists are Edward Hammond,
University to give the
president of Fort Hays State University in
dilapidated Trail Theater
Kansas; and Eutiene Payne, an Austin, Texas, inon North Wilson Avenue
surance executive and former administrator at
three Texas universities.
to the city.
Regents have been tight-lipped on their plans.
The building was
Ransdell earned two degrees from Western,
donated to MSU by the
where he later taught courses in higher education
Chakeres family, which
and was associate director of alumni affairs from
owns the University
1978 to 1981.
Cinema
on Main Street
Hammond, a former University of Louisville
in Morehead, for possible
vice president for student affairs and president at
renovation into a
Fort Hays since 1987, indicated yesterday that he
performing arts center.
had not been told whether he was still in the·running. He said he talked to PegtlY Loafman, the
But city building
regents' chairwoman, earlier this week and that
inspector Jack Barker
she assured him no decision had been made.
said the Trail Theater is
Payne could not be reached for comment.
unsuitable for
renovation.
He said it would cost at
By RICHARD WILSON
least
$20,000 to raze the
The Courier-Journal
theater - assuming no
asbestos is found, which
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - After a lengthy
would boost the cost search, the Western Kentucky University Board
of Regents will meet today and is expected to
and up to $50,000 to
name Clemson University Vice President Gary
convert the site into a
Ransdell as WKU's new president.
parking lot.
·
Ransdell, a WKU graduate, was among four fi.
Council
members
this
nalists who have visited the campus, met with
week
were
concerned
various groups and been interviewed at least
about the city's liability
twice by 6oard members.
if asbestos is found and
Yesterday Ransdell declined to comment on
whether he has been offered
decided $50,000 was too
or accepted the presidency. "I
much to pay fcir a
do look forward to formal
parking lot.
action (by the board) tomor- -

WKU
to name
president
today

theater offer

Clemson vice president,
who has ties· to Western,
expected to be chosen

row," he said.

~-

,~

The search narrowed earli~
er this week when Ransdell
and another finalist, WKU .
Vice President Jim Ramsey, __ !
met privately with the re--tients Monday night in Bowl- .
mg Green. Ransdell;'in.an:."
interview Wednesday, ac•
knowledged the meeting but, _ _ ·
·•··
declined to discuss the na-, ::Gary Ransdell
ture of the session. · -··, ,;;.,:t:{til'uilht at WKU
TheCollegeHeightsHerald, · ilnd was
w_estern's student . 11aper,··_.assoclate
reporte~ yesterday~V{ltli_oµt,-;_J:ll~_ctor of
attribution that !lie regen_ts";;'alumnl affairs•.
wouldnameRansdelltodayas .,. ···- '''·
the school's ninth president, succeeding Thomas
Meredith, wh~ left_ this summer to.become president of theUmvers1ty of Alabama system.
·
.• Ramsey, .who is alswstatii-btidget:director,. declined Wednesday"to _say whether expected to
g~-il!~j~~!'-• -- \·~~~--":j.~~'¾¼~~;:;.~__c . '

he
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WKU president likely

SEPTEMBER. ti: 1997·:

~-'":c.·:..
.
.
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-- ···to be named today:

Western Kentucky University regents are scheduled to
!meet.at 8:30 a.m. CDT today and.are ~ e d to vote
.on hiring a president, WKU spokesmari Bob Skipper
said yesterday. The fuialists are Western's vice president foi'-ifiilance !l,llti:a,clministratiori;)ames Ramsey; .
Forj: HayS1(l(iui)·S!lite J.>iesidenfEliward Ifuiiiriortd; -:
!Eugene Payne, executive vice president fm'Financial
'. Industries Corp., a life insurance group; and Clemson
;University's vice president for administration and .
1
adVan~ement; .Garv-JRansdell. ~- . :.:~r"ts•zj,'s:;.~: :-~_J&',~_7.:;}
, ...........

~.. \ . .:;!!,., '-"".11.--.. ··----..,.·-

"~~.,.-.--•-'-'"~-~'
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1\tlQrehead parking
debate renewed
by shop owners·
By TOM LEw1s
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - The perennial debate over who can
park where, for how long
and for what price in downtown Morehead is being rekindled by some merchants
along Main Street.
In July 1995, the Morehead City Council approved
a policy allowing free park·ing for up · to two hours
along Main Street,·. with a
goal of boosting downtown
business. Before that, motorists could feed meters
and park for two hours in
most spaces- along the
street.
·
But "the ·parking situation right now, it just
doesn't work," Burl Williams, owner of The J:Iectric
Beach tinning salon on
East Main, told council
members Monday.
"Are you trying to help
downtown merchants or
(Morehead State University)
students?" Williams asked.
He said MSU students
take ·up most of the parking
spaces near his salon;·sometimes for up to six hours,
and "they're ·virtually never
cited."
. •a ..,-.•, ..-·c·.•,, .. "'
Williams, who has between 100 and" '300· customers· a day, dicfnot"know
how 'nii.tch'.' bus'iii'es'§~tlie
pafidrtri'situatiort· c~s~/fifm.'
But Fred Brown, manager
of American Office ·su~ply,'
said it was ta.king a 'definite .
toll.
... :j>al~. ;:~

•
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and say 'I will not be back.'
That's kind of hard to swallow," Brown said. "F?r every
customer who complams, I assume five to 10 others don't."
Morehead is not alone in its
parking debate. According to a
study cited by Ashland Main
Street Director Gail Melvin, if
a customer comes to town and
parks for 30 minutes, spends
only $5, then leaves - and
stores are open 40 hours a
week -· each parking space
would generate $17,000 a year
in gross sales.
"I feel that if downtown is
going to get back on a competitive basis with the shopping
centers, something has to be
done," Brown said.
He and Williams suggested a
one-hour parking limit.
"Where does anyone need to
park two hours to shop downtown?" Williams asked.
Morehead Mayor Brad Collins admitted that some MSU
students have found ways to

park longer than two hours
without being ticketed. But he
said in some areas, business
owners are the worst violators,
and some· residents of downtown apartments also exceed
the two-hour limit.
"We've -looked· at this over
and over, and the problem is
manpovrer," said Morehead
Councilman James Stamper.
The Morehead Police Department has relied on one officer
on foot to monitor parking
along the 1.6-mile stretch of
Main Street, and he has other
duties,' said Chief Gary Gardner. But the force is shuffling
positions and for the first time
will have a full-time parking
control officer, he said.
Gardner admitted it would
take two officers to monitor
downtown parking properly,
but Collins asked the council
to see how well one full-time
officer handles the situation
before considering other
changes.
Councilman· Todd Pratt suggested a golf cart for the officer· to make his rounds more
quickly. Morehead police also
have a bicycle patrol.
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'"·New Pikeville students
'pioneers' of medicine~
STAFF, WIRE REPORTS

PIKEVILLE Second Lt
Christopher Standley came dressed
in a jacket and tie, not buckskins
and a coonskin hat.
But to John Crosby, Standley
and his 59 classmates at the newly
opened Pikeville College School of
Osteopathic Medicine are "pioneers."
"The social movement called OS·
teopathic medicine continues," Crosby, executive"director of the American Osteopathic Association, said
during the school's opening convocation yesterday on the hill overlooking Pikeville. "The frontier expands. The cause endures."
This week, Pikeville College became home. to the nation's 19th os- teopathic school. It is the first connected to a private, liberal arts college.
.
.
Some physicians and· others
have questioned the need for a third
medical school in Kentucky. But
Standley said the physicians being
turned out across the state and the
nation just "are not ge\tiiig tlie .job
done" in rural America.· • , .'.,
John Michael Triplett, 24, of
Warfield said there is only one doctor in his Martin County hometown.
He said he hopes to· set up a full.
service clinic there when-he graduates, and he predicted that 80 per- .
cent of Pikeville's graduates from
j!astern Kentucky will stay home
?Jld do the same. ·
.-. , ' '~-,- ·
i Triplett, who -graduated from
the University of Kentucky _in Dei:ember with a de\11:ee i~ biology,
l;aid he was on waiting ltsts··at UK
lmd Marshall · University- medical
j;chools.
I .. "And: then this canie along," he
pid."'It's c;ustom,buil~ for th. e_ .EastKentucky student.. . ,:,,,.. ,,.« ;, ...•
,. :. Officials say ,Pikevimthaci .450
~pp!icants, including 150 Kentuck~ . for its,_fi,rst class;'37:Kentucky
ttudents were accepte<L ·s ,~--A~,.·.., :·
,, .. Several .. students·0 at·'the- new
lchool have stroiif•comiectiorui to

F

0

trtfi~tt~r:-~~~J~:

flerhie Deskins, D-Pikeville; the
daughter of Johnson County AttorScott Preston; the-daughter of '
l'.ilte County·Magistra~'Kai"en·Gibt
lo.1 and Tfiplett; whose'fatliefli1f •

!lllY

.

i
.
,

former assistant commonwealth's
9ttorney. ·
· Frank Lyons, 26, of Olive Hill
said he. was accepted after being infetviewed for 15 to 20 minutes.
Thad Manning, 31, of Lexington
said
was interviewed' for more
than four hours.
"More of a factor is that my
wife's from here," he said:Manning
last year married Nichole Cox,
whose father is Jim Cox, a prominent Floyd County native who
owns food markets across Eastern
Kentucky. '
Aaron Karr, 23, of Portsmouth,
Ohio, said he graduated from the
same school - Mukingurn College
- as Pikeville College's new president, Harold Smith. "We were
friends," he said. "I knew his wife,
who was dean of student affairs,
real well."
.Other students, however, in-.
elude. a former coal miner from Virgie and a father and daughter from
Ashland. And Jacqui Perna, 25, of
Tucson, Ariz., said she "didn't
know a soul" at Pikeville when she
applied.
Perna said she was interested in
working in medically underserved
areas "and that's what this school is
about."
.
The school is the brainchild of
Paintsville lawyer G. Chad Perry
III and his wife, Julianne, who donated $1 million to· start the col-.
lege's endowment. He chose osteopathy because about half of its

he

gqiduates remain in family practice
an\:! in medically underserved ar'. eas.
Osteopaths undergo the same
training as MDs, or allopaths, but
with a special emphasis on the inteirelationship of the musculoskeletal system with other parts of
the body.
.
Crosby told the new students
that doctors of osteopathy are
sometimes looked down upon by
other physicians. But he suggested
that the nation's 40,000 osteopaths
are a more caring- group.
·
A recent study by the University of Kentucky's Center for Rural
Health showed that 36 of Kentucky's 49· Appalachian counties
fall below the national average of
one family-practice doctor for every
1,226 residents. All but six of the
. counties - Bell, Floyd, Greenup,
Johnson, Leslie and Rowan - fall
below the state ·av~rage of one
physician for every 1,784 Kentuck. ians. ·
Standley said Crosby's speech
· convinced him that he. is on .the
right path.
·.
.
"I'm looking forward to establishing the traditions and establishing the standards here in Pikeville,"
he said. "Pikeville.. has already
moved me to come back here and
fill the needs of the people." .·
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Aspiring principals
earning certification
By GEORGE WOLFFORD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - School principals have been hard to come
by in recent months •but a new
program arranged by Morehead State University and the
Kentucky Educational Devel- ·
opment Corp. is aimed at relieving that shortage.
Fourteen public school educators are on a fast track to
certification as principals
through the venture, called the
Aspiring Principal Fast Track
Certification Institute.

Participants
Taking part are Tim Brown
of Ashland; Pam Schilling of
Catlettsburg, Mike Raby of
Flatwoods; Mark Rice and
Tony Scaggs of Salyersville;
Kim Roberts. of South Shore;
Travis Huber of Washington;
Sue Hunt of Feds Creek, Ralph
Kilgore of Pikeville; Karen
Conn of Harold; Andy Dotson
of Phelps; Joy Gooding of
Flemingsburg; Jeff Hawkins of
Neon: and Huletha Smith of
Phelps.
The program evolved after a
request from KEDC to MSU to
certify principals so there
would be replacements in vacancies created by unusually
high retirement rates of the
past several years.
Dr. Harold Harty, dean of
MSU's College of Education
and Behavioral Sciences.
began looking for a solution to
the problem three years ago.
"'There were not enough certified principals to fill the jobs
left by retirement and changes
in the system brought by the
Kentucky Education Reform
Act." he said. "The normal
time rate to get certified is
more than a year and a half if classes are available. We
needed to push that time up."
Harty - aided by Dr. Thomas Diamantes, assistant professor of education and Rosemarie Gold, director of the
Clearinghouse for School Services and Certification ...:. ·designed a program to speed :the

certification process to one
year.
It focuses on weekend classes taught by MSU professors.
Three weekends fill the requirement for one course.
Even though classes are scheduled Friday afternoons and
evenings and all day Saturday,
the school system must commit additional professional development for the candidates
to participate in on-the-job
training, such as four days of
shadowing principals from
other schools.
Additionally, courses are
conducted during the threeweek semester intersession at
MSU.

Constantly In class
Brown said he goes to school
on Saturdays and in summer,
and that his professional development classes are aimed . at
the principal's papers - distinct and different from other
Verity teachers.
Brown, who teaches at Verity Middle School, graduated
from Paul G. Blazer High
School in 1987. He has a background in counseling at the elementary level. but intends to
focus on middle school principalship, "then branch out in
both directions" to qualify for
elementary or high school
jobs.

MOREHEAD, KV 40351-1689

606-783-2030

Sam Butler, secondary supervisor for Ashland ·schools,
said the fast track plan offers
districts ''an opportunity to replenish. a depleted supply" of
available principals.
The use of technology plays
an important role in the program. Video conferencing,
compressed video and Internet
(world wide web) connections
facilitate the instructional prQcess. The program also places
candidates with superintendents whenever possible to
allow them to network and
provide a mentoring service.
In addition, it offers shadowing opportunities whenever
possible to allow participants
networking experiences with
local district administrators ..
"The candidate then has the
opportunity for a one-on-one
conversation with someone in
a leadership position," Harty
said.
Superintendents are actively
involved in the fast track program and several serve· as
course instructors and guest
lecturers. MSU educators believe this to be the greatest advantage provided by the pro•
gram.
Diamantes teaches Introduction to Educational Administration for the program and .
stresses field-based activity to
give students a better understanding of the job of a principal.
The process of scheduling
classes also involves the-candidates, according to Gold. "The·
students have a voice in determining class schedules. The
program is aligned to eliminate duplicate co·urses and
speed up the process," she
said.
Members of the cohort group
have developed close relationships among themselves
and like the sense of being in a
group, Gold said. "They help
each other with problems and
they give constructive criticism and support.,.
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" 'Dynamic' is probably a good description for Gary Ransdell"

New WKU president home again
By RICHARD WILSON
The Courier-Journal
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - When
h_e entered Western Kentucky University as a freshman in 1969 Gary
Ransdell had no clear-cut 'career
plans.
But nearly five years later as a
WKU graduate assistant, he d~cided
the university world was where he
wanted to be. And he acknowledged
that dreams of becoming president of
his alma mater sometimes flickered
through his mind.
No dreams are necessary anymore
for Ransdell, 45, who was named
Western's ninth president yesterday
by the school's board of regents.
"Julie (his wife) and I are honored
once again to be home," Ransdell
said shortly after his unanimous selection, addressing the board and the
well-wishers and observers who filled
the room. He succeeds Thomas Meredith, now president of the University
of Alabama system.
Ransdell edged out James Ramsey,
the state's budget director and
WKU's vice president for finance and
administration, for the presidency.
Ransdell said he has not talked to
Ramsey yet and does not know his
plans, but hopes he remains at WKU.
Ransdell, now vice president for
administration and advancement at
Clemson University, has deep roots
in the hilltop campus in Bowling
Green where he earned two degrees;
met, courted and married his wife;
and worked in the alumni office before moving on to then-greener educational pastures 17 years ago.
He grew up in Louisville and is a
graduate of the old Durrett High
school. Those who know him well
call him well-qualified to lead Western. They describe him as an energetic, hard-working, conscientious
administrator with a penchant for detail.
" 'Dynamic' is probably a good description for Gary Ransdell," said his
current boss, Clemson President Constantine Curris.
"He is creative; he is an extrovert;
and he has an unbelievable work
ethic. He will hit the ground running
and will never slow up. My guess is
that some people may be hardpressed to keep up with him," added
Curris, a former president of Murray
State Unh·ersitv.
Curris predicted Ransdell will be a
strong president.
"He will bring many of the same
strengths as (former WKU Presidents) Kelly Thomp_son, Dero Downing and Tom Meredith hav~ b:ought,
with a strong focus on butldmg the
relationships between the university
and the broad public," Curris said.
He is also a very capable development officer. He's really in the big
leagues in that field."
RANSDELL LED a highly successful S117 million fund drive at
Clemson a few years ago and now
heads another effort with a goal of
more than S200 million.
Mississippi State University President Donald Zacharias, one of those
who nominated Ransdell for the
WKU presidencv, said he spotted
Ransdell's "'leadership potential"
years ago when Zacharias was Westem's president and Ransdell was the
school's associate alumni director.
"l saw (his) potential for future
leadership, and that certainly would
include the possibility of someday
serving as a university president,"
Zacharias said.

He said he had tried to hire Ransdell as Mississippi State's development director (chief fund-raiser) several years ago when Ransdell was
alumni director at Southern Methodist University. But Ransdell rejec~ed
the offer because he wanted a vice
presidency, Zacharias said.
The man who did pluck Ransdell
from SMU, former Clemson President Max Lennon, calls Ransdell
"one of the most organized people
I've ever met. 1 thought pretty early
on our greatest challenge would be to
keep him," added Lennon, n?w president of Mars Hill College m North
Carolina. Even during his early years
at Clemson, Lennon said, Ransdell
was recruited by several universities
who wanted him as president.
"GARY LISTENS well. He has a
very high regard for othe_r people_ an~
their thoughts and their abihties,
Lennon added.
In brief remarks yesterday, Ransdell
said he has no immediate plans to
change things at WKU when he becomes president Nov. 10. "There's
much to learn, so (my) first priority
will be to listen and observe as much
as possible for an important period of
time."
He said he also wants a thorough
review of WKU's planning documents
to assure that they coincide with the
state's goals for higher-education reform.
Ransdell also said WKU has the potential to achieve national recognition
for teaching and strength in selec(ed
academic programs. "We will thmk
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Centre sets
another record
DANVILLE - Centre
College has achieved a
record enrollment for the
ninth consecutive year, the
school announced
Wednesday.
The college had registered
1,002 students by the end of
the first full day of classes
Tuesday, an increase of 26
students from last year.
The enrollment
represents early
achievement of a goal set
several years ago. The 1991
strategic plan for Centre
urged the college to reach
the 1,000 mark in
enrollment by 2000, but this
vear's enrollment puts the
school three years ahead of
schedule for that part of the
plan.
The ettrollmen t increase
is due to a good retention
rate of returning students
and the largest first-year
class in Centre's history.
There are 303 freshmen in
the entering class.
Centre recently was
ranked by U.S. News &
World-Report as one of the
top 40 national liberal arts
colleges in the United
States.

GARY A, RANSDELL
AGE: 45
EDUCATION: Western

Kentucky University,
bachelor's degree in mass
communication, 1973;
master's degree, public
service, 1974. Indiana
University, doctorate in
higher-education
administration, 1978.
EMPLOYMENT: Vice
president for administration
and advancement, Clemson
University, 1995-present. Vice
president for institutional
advancement, also at
Clemson, 1987-95. Director
of alumni relations and
executive director of the
alumni association, Southern
Methodist University, 1981. 87. Associate director of
alumni affairs, WKU, 1978-81.
Program evaluator and
placement counselor,
Indiana University, 1977-78.
Field representative, WKU
office of university-school
.relations, 1974-76.
FAMILY: Wife Julie, a
WKU alumna; sons Patrick,
17, and Matthew, 13.
national, but certainly act regional,"
he said. We will dedicate resources to
those priorities which will ensure value for cost and transform Western
into a university worthy of national
recognition.''
Regents' Chairwoman Peggy Loafman said Ransdell will be given a
one-year renewable contract that will
pay Sl49,000 the first year, and he
will get benefits that include an expense account and president's home.
Though the regents had initially
concentrated on lour candidates, the
search narrowed earlier this week to
Ransdell and Ramsey; they returned
to Bowling Green for private meetings
with the regents.
Ramsey, who has served as state
budget director since 1995 in addition
to holding his post at Western, will
stay on in the budget job for eight
more months.
Gov. Paul Patton's office announced yesterday that Ramsey is
taking a leave of absence from WKU
until next April 15 to work lull-time in
Frankfort as budget director.
Ramsey had been considered by
man;; to be a favorite for the Western
presidency.
Ray Mendel. WKU's faculty regent,
acknowledged yesterday that many
professors had backed Ramsey, But
Mendel said he believes Ransdell ultimately will win them over.
"THE FACULTY right now
doesn't know a great deal about Dr.
Ransdell. I think after they see some
of the skills he brings to the job, particularly character and integrity, I
think the faculty will warm up to him
very quickly," Mendel said.
Student regent Keith Coffman said
Ransdell will be a student-oriented
president with an open-door policy.
"He s been here. He knows what it's
like to be a student here," Coffman
said.
In keeping with that thought, near
the end of yesterday's meeting of the
regents, Ransdell asked all WKU students in the room to stand. "They're
the reason we're here," he said.
1
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1973 graduate
returns to:. WKU

·ts
pres1·
dent
as l

Choice surprises
many; students
like what they hear
BY HOLLY E. STEPP
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

BOWLING GREEN For
Gary Ransdell, yesterday was a
homecoming of sorts.
Ransdell was named the ninth
president of Western Kentucky University, returning to the school he
attended as student and where he
began his career.
"I left for a purpose, and now is
th~ time to apply that purpose,"
said Ransdell, vice president at
Clemson University in Clemson,

s.c.

Ransdell, 45, replaces former
Western President Thomas Meredith, who 1$. earlier this year to become chancellor of the University of
Alabama system.
Ransdell, a 1973 Western Kentucky graduate and former associate director of alumni affairs, officially begins his tenure Nov. L His
salary will be $149,000.
"This board challenges Dr.
Ransdell to chart the course that
will elevate Western to new heights
in this community, our commonwealth and the nation," said Peggy
Loafman, regents chairwoman.
Ransdell won out over ·three
other candidates, among them
J-:mes R~msey, Western Kentucky
vice president and state budget director.
Ransdell and Ramsey were considered the front-runners. The
Board of Regents deliberated for a
week after interviews were completed Sept. -!, and both Ransdell and

LEXlNGTON - Total
student enrollment at the
University of Kentucky rose
slightly this fall.
Preliminary figures
announced Tuesday show
that enrollment in the UK
system, including the
Lexington campus and the
Chandler Medical Center is
24.100. up 39 students from
last fall.
UK's freshman class this
year was estimated at 2,640,
also up slightly from last
year when 2,637 enrolled,
the university said.

_'·::uiiiv\lranytfive"otlier1:olleg~-t•
.•titiYJs,l~;n~~t1~1
,:witltGaiY. Rimsdell'iifctemslni, -

di liniveraitiesih the stat~iml ,; ..

;rf~~~:t§:!j~

Ramsey were. interviewed ~gain
Monllay.
:- 'esill_'ents/at_"-2~~;.;,uru·"i"\-::. The other finalists were Edward YP{co_ .,;;,;.;. • "d ~-~_. ,~~'..:..t~S
11
Hammond, president of Fort Hays ✓- ,,,.....,,,an
,,,._o,umv;el"Sl,,.~""-:
State University in Kansas, and Eupresidents are retirin"g,~t-the -·.: ·,
gene Payne, an Austin, Texas, insur,,end otsummer•l998 - "-'. · ;t :
ance executive and former adminis- l~'t'\iniii1¾<in1-1't/s"'<i~i~bt~AV:
trator at three Texas universities.
..~~-)ii Eistem·Kenici:lr,:uifi;l.;
Ransdell will join a growing . $_.vefi;\ty;$hertf Presidentiaa\i1¥;·,.
number of new university presi'FW!derburk will retire:}ime'30.. dents - Eastern Kentucky Univer, ; ■ ,Kenffick(State"'l:Ji\iversi•:"c
sity is looking for a replacement for
ty,_w~eie'~dent'-1\faif.'L:•,_. _,,.
Hanly Funderburk, and Kentucky !'Smith also~WI1h'etire'Jtme'-30:, i-·,
State University will replace Mary , jr,t:;■ iMaaisonville:Comrilwiityih
L. Smith. Both will retire next year. - College;' wliere Presiderii:·~:,~.,,b:,
Ransdell said that determining
··Arth
' , · ·
the university's role in reform of
·_ ilI: Sfurnpfretiied,ift,'. "i':-;.
h' h ed
.
~-s~n.g1l,,.';tFr~. ~::::i.:tit•ft~::~:t-l~i:
I!; er µcation would be a top •·;/_::IIIMays~le(:6ffiffifuilts,:zt,-;,
pno.~tit will be a big part of the
~~=sp~°n~k:~~e::~~n~v~~}
excellence expected by the Postsecondary Education Improvement
A~~s:\f· has been vice presie:~~e~~fct;tt::~~~in~~dl~t
He directed the university's $ZOO
million capital campaign.
The board's selection of Ransdell over Ramsey, who was thought
by many to be the obvious choice
surprised some at the university of
14,600.
. "Many . (faculty members) beheved that 1t was cut and dried that
DJ:. Ramsey would get the position,"
said Arvin Vos, Faculty Senate
chairman.
"I think Dr. Ransdell's experi-.
ence in fund raising may be what
the university needs," Vos said.
Gov. Paul Patton announced
yesterday that Ramsey would return full-time as state budget director. a position he has held part-time
The Sunday

The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

UK enrollment
24,100 for fall

,~~r•~pki~!t'.· .},:i.

September 14, 1997

Graduate school enrollment
grew 1 percent to 5,230 and
profess10nal school
enrollment was up 2
percent to 1,870.
Freshman black
enrollment was up about 9
percent to about 200, or 7.6
percent of the entire
freshman class. Total black
enrollment is estimated at
1.230. an increase of 3
percent.
Enrollment in the UK
Community College System
dropped about 5 percent,
however, to 41,500.

'

~llege; .wliere·Presk!el\fJam~f

~~=~s:~
•:J::o)lege;if~e.,e;Pfeid®!ttai}ictff;
•:Fiiedeli"~igned m,Jr,llr;lto'tjtk._~'?
i'll!J.;;!1~;ca:?n ~-1n Io.~,,,:i/,.:

:~;~:.:~~'.i''~;;~].~!.
since 1995, and continue to oversee
the merging of the state's community colleges and technical schools.
Students attending yesterday's
announcement· were pleased - by
Ransdell's commitment to them.
·
"I was really impressed with his
commitment to caring about the
students and listening to our
needs," said K~ith Coffman, Student
Government Association president
and an ex-officio regent.
_
Ransdell said he was committed
to creating a meaningful "Western
experience" for students.
-· ·
"Students don't care how much
you know unless they know how
much you care."
Independent. Ashland, Kentucky, September 14, 1997

PCC chief named
to commission
PRESTONSBURG - Dr.
Deborah L. Floyd, president
of Prestonsburg Community
College, has accepted an
invitation to serve as
chairwoman of the
publications and public
relations commission of the
American Association of
Community Colleges.
She was also reappointed
for another term to the
AACC's joint commission
on federal relations which
includes community college
presidents and trustees and
serves in an advisory role
in formulating AACC's
position on federal issues.
Floyd was elected in 1996
by community college CEOs
to the national seat on the
AACC board of dirctors
which provides leadership
in nolicv develonment.

Sept. /7. /9?7
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Don't just
talk about
campus
•
race issues
URHAM, N.C. - Threequarters of the way through
her speech to entering freshmen Duke University President
'.'lan~erl Keohane hit her audience
with a riddle:
What is it that many people
(on university campuses) hardly
think about that others think about
all the time?
What can be so
painfully obvious to some but
virtually invisi-ble to others?
Her answer:
race.
Keohane was
not making
WILLIAM
She was
RASPBERRY jokes.
struggling for a
SYNDICATED
way to deal with
co,u',1NIST
what has become
a nagging, divisive, potentially explosive problem
on her campus. Two incidents last
spring provided the focus of her remarks to the freshmen. First was
an article in a student publication
that, though it was-not abo~t race,
struck many African Amencan
students as racially offensive.
·•But the central event," Keohane said. "was the improper arrest by two Duke polic_e officers of
a male African American student
who was mistakenly identified as a
burglar. Our police chief promptly
investigated the incident, sanctioned the officers, and apologized
:o the student - as did I - on behalf of the entire community."
If the first incident caused major embarrassment, the second
rocked the campus where I've been
teaching for the last two years.
Black students held a vigil outsi~e
Duke Chapel. Black faculty members sent a letter to Keohane on

D
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the implications of what appeared
to be racist assumptions on the
part of the campus cop.
After years on the university
lecture circuit, I could quickly
come. up with at least a couple
dozen schools with mo_re problematic race relations than at Duke.
Duk,e, like many highly selective institutions, has a small perceiitage of black students - 7 to 8
percent. Moreover, black applications were down for this year, although admissions held steady,
meaning that a higher percentage
of blacks who applied were admitted this year. (Still university officials say the caliber of those admitted is higher this year than before.)
Why should small numbers be
a problem for the black students
who are admitted? Because sometinies. when you are one of a few
blacks with special privilege in an
overwhelmingly white institution,
you start to believe that whites see
you as not belonging. Sometimes
it's true, as when white students
assume you are "special admissions," or when Duke's cele~rated
historian John Hope Franklm gets
mistaken for a servant at Washington, D.C.'s Cosmos Club - or
when a Duke student, on no discernible basis other than his black
skin, gets mistaken for a burglar.
More awkward yet, many
white people don't understand why
any of it should be such a big deal.
After all, a white student mistaken
for a burglar might become angry
or litigious. His fellow students
might take up his cause - but not
on the basis of race.
·
White people, as psychologist
Jeff Hitchcock has put it, tend to
see themselves not as members of
a racial group but as neutral and
"normal" and to see "race as something that people of color have."
The result is that blacks may
feel isolated and unwelcomed (and
may resort to a species of self-segregation for comfort and self-defense), while whites may see them
as oversensitive.
That may explain a part of
what is happening on campuses.
What may explain more is something that hardly gets talked
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about: Every large campus has organizations working to address the
grievances of groups. Few have organiiations that are devoted. to
knitting the various groups into a
campuswide community.
My view is that it will take a·
good deal more than freshmen being nice to each other. I think it
will- take a critical mass of students and faculty who believe inclusive community is worth the effort.it takes to create - and who
will get busy_ creating it.
©
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UK board seeks
$343.8 million ·
for its buildings.
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT

The University of Kentucky Board of Trustees is
asking the state for $343.8 million for capital improvements and equipment for the 1998-2000 biennium,_ a
$27.3 million increase over the previous budget cycle.
Ed Carter, vice president for management and budget, told the board yesterday that 53 percent of-the university's buildings were constructed before 1965. Renovations and i:eplacements will becorrie a bigger priority
as the buildings continue to age.
But the top three new construction_ priorities were
turned down for funding in previous requests,:he.said.
The board wants $19.6 million fipm the state for a
new mechanical engineering building; $22- million for
phase II of the Aging/Allied Health, building and $5.3
million for a new agricultural plant science facility.
The budget request - $267.9 million-for the 199899 academic year and $75.9 million for 1999-)!000 must go before the Council on Postsecondary Education for review. Final funding probably won't be
known before April, Carter said.
,
Construction project requests in the communitycollege system include $6.5 million {Qr a classroom
building at Hazard, $18.8 million for expansion at Lexington and $2.9 million for a science-technical classroom building at Madisonville.
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UK wants $343.8 million for new buildings
Associated Press

LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University of Kentucky's board of trustees
voted yesterday to ask the state for
$343.8 million for new construction
and equipment.
The request - $267.9 million for
the 1998.99 academic year and $75.9
million for 1999-2000 - will be submitted to the Council on Postsecon-

dary Education, which will review it
and send it to Gov. Paul Patton.
Among the reques_ts are $19.6 ~il-

lion for a mechamcal-engmeenng

building, $22 million for an agingfaflied-health building, and $5.3 million
for an agricultural facility.
Requests to fund construction in
the community-college system include $6.5 million for a classroom
building at Hazard, $18.8 million for

expansion· at Lexington, and $2.9
million for a science-technical classroom building at Madisonville.
Though UK lost control of the
community colleges during the legislature's spring special session, the
universitr still owns them and must
make their capital requests.
Chairman Edward T. Breathitt and
Vice Chairman Robert P. Meriwether
were re-elected to one-year terms.
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MSU

Meeting today
may determine

college's future
BY HOLLY E. STEPP
HEAALD-lEADER EDUCATION WRITER

The: _future of financially
strappe'd Sue Bennett College in
London ljangs on a single trip to
Atlanta today.
Sue Bennett's officials and
tru~tees will present their case to a
~egional college commission outlinmg Wh)'. the school should be able
to keep its a=editation.
~are optimistic and hope~. said Sue Bennett Interim President James Cheek.
. In July, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools voted
t? rev~k_e Sue Bennett's accreditatIOn, citing problems with its fi°'.'nces, library resources and planmng and evaluation. ·
The school was already on 18
months probation by the association.
A=editation is a school's certification that it meets specific academic standards. The Southern Association is the primary accrediting
board in 11 Southeastern states.
If the Southern Association denies the college's appeal, Sue Bennett would likely be forced to close.
College officials expect to know
the association's decision on its status within two or three davs after
the hearing, said Sue Bennett
spokeswoman Liz Gabbard.
"We believe that our appeal
points are legitimate,"' Gabbard
said.
Also at risk is the college's
state license, which allows it to confer degrees on its students.
The license is issued by the
Council on Postsecondarv Education, largely-based on accreditation
status. said Gary Cox, Council executive director.
Sue Bennett College's predicament isn't that unusual for a private college in Kentucky.
Lees College in Jackson faced a
similar fate -two years ago. With ·
$1.6 million in debts and a pending
loss of accreditation, the college
mer-ged with the University of Kentucky as.a1iranch campus of Haz.
ard Community College.
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. cashier accused·,
EKU

Of Stealing $115,000'.•:,

from um"-.:iers1•ty fun..:1~;., ,·
. Y'

,1

'•
••
1

BY SHERYL EDELEN
,!
7 ~UREAU
_RIC~:llV!O]'!q - A cashier_ m_ Eastern Kentuc~y
Umvers1ty s b1!lmgs office was md1cted y~ster~ay OJ_} a
charge of takmg more than $100,000 10 umvers~y
funds. ,
.
.
Rosalmde Bishop, 38, of Richmond, took $115,0(10
from the 15,000-student unive:sity betw~en_NovembP•·
1992 a'!d Mar~h 199_3, a~cordmg to an mdictment ~c
tume? 111 Madison Circuit _Court.
.:
Bishop_ was d)arged Wit~ theft by unlawful taking,
the three-hoe md1ctment said. If convicted, she cou)d
face ~P to five years in prison.
.
. l:
Bishop was ~uspended_ yesterday mommg, ':,'lthD;1t
pay, uni!! the 111vest1gal!on 1s completed, said Ron
Harrell, a university spokesman. Eastern offici:!ls
think only one person was i11\'olved in the alleged
CENTRAL KENru KY
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meet yesterday morning. Bishop's case

theft, Harrell said.
was added to the docket for consideraBishop, a cashier in Eastern's billings lion,
and collections division, has worked at
Both internal and external auditors
the school since 1982, Harrell said. She have begun combing through books to
could not be reached for comment yester- find out if more than the $115,000 is
day.
.
missing, Harrell said.
·
The billings and collections office has
This is not the first time officials
15 employees, and handles a large chunk , have reported missing money at Eastern.
of the university's revenue. Fees for tu- ·
I 1993 ~
·
·ty
t t
·11·1on hous1·ng and parking are funneled I
n
' armer umvers1 accoun an
,
Douglas Perry was sentenced to five
through the department, Harrell said.
years in prison for embezzling more than
Bishop was indicted less ~~n 36 $l 70,000 from 1984 to 1992.
-hours afier billings officials reported the
Perry admitted taking money from
missing money to campus police the Margin of Excellence Fund, which reWednesday morning. By that afternoon, ceived unrestricted gifts for the universilhe case had reached the office of Com- ty. Perry had worked for Eastern for 14
monwealth's Attorney Thomas J. Smith years.
.
Ill.
_
Smith said Bi~hnp could be arraigned
coinciden,:e, ~m:th said, the Madiwithin the next few weeks.
son County g,and iun· w;,s scheduled to
THE COURIER-JOURNAL• FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1997
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EKU employee accused of stealing $115,000

RICHMOND, Ky. _ A grand jury charged an Eastern Kentucky
University employee yesterday with stealing about $115,000 from the
school.
The Madison County grand jury indicted Rosalyn Bishop, 38, on
theft charges. The acts allegedly occurred between November 1992
and March 1993. Bishop has worked in the school's billings and collections department since 1982. She has been suspended pending the
outcome of the case.
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Thursday, September 18, 1997

Fires cause universities to ban halogen floor lamps
By JUNE FLETCHER
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

More than 40 universities
have banned halogen floor
lamps, the inexpensive but
fire-prone lamps also known
as torchieres. But students
and parents looking for alternatives may have to wait
awhile - and be prepared to
pay a lot more than the typical
$15 halogen price tag.

Lighting manufacturers

have been scrambling to bring
safer and more energy-efficient
floor lamps to market, and
they are swamped with orders.
"They're jumping off the
shelves," says Michael Dene,
chief executive officer of
Emess Lighting Co. in Ellwood
City, Pa., which produces compact-fluorescent torchieres.
"I've sold 5,000 units and have
a backlog of 5,000 orders." The
company has sold floor lamps
to a number of universities
that have banned halogens, in-

THE COURIER-JOURNAL • FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 19. 1997
···we are optimistic and hopeful,"

Sue Bennett

argues case
to remain
accredited
Ruling may detennine
;mall college's future
\ssociated Press

LONDON, Ky. - Seven officials
md trustees from tiny Sue Bennett
:allege argued their case yesterday
or why the IOI-year-old school
thould retain its accreditation.

eluding Stanford, Princeton
and Brown.
The U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission has implicated halogen torchieres in 189
fires, including one at Hendrix
College in Conway, Ark., that
caused $400,000 in damage.
Last inonth, the commission
issued a "recall for repair" for
all halogen lamps sold before
Feb. 5, 1997. Retailers are offering free repair kits - a metal
wire grid that fits over a 300watt halogen bulb, the highest

wattage recommended for
halogens.
Still, even 300-watt halogen
lamps get burning hot. Durango, Colo., energy consultant
Chris Calwell says a 300-watt
halogen can quickly reach 900
degrees Farenheit. In contrast,
compact fluorescents stay relatively cool, about 100 degrees.
So far, no one has been able
to come up with an easy way
to retrofit old halogen lamps
with compact fluorescents,
though researchers are trying.

The college is associated with the

However, the agency doesn't allow

said James Cheek, interim president United Methodist Church, and when member schools to accept credits
the church's Board of Global Minis- from non-member institutions.
of Sue Bennelt.

The committee that made the rec- tries didn't provide the needed money, school officials turned to their
cited problems with the school's fi- $3.5 million budget to make up the
nances, library fesources, and plan- difference for students unable to pay.
Cheek also attributes the college's
ning and evaluation. The school was
already on 18 months probation by problems to poor enrollment.
"We had some years when we
the association, the primary accredit•
thought our enrollment would be
ing board in 11 southeastern states.
A denial of the appeal could mean high enough to help cover the debts,
the loss of the college's state license and that just didn't happen," he said.
In the fall of 1991, 60 expected stuto confer degrees.
Sue Bennett isn't the only private dents didn't enroll.
Somerset Community College's
college in Kentucky to have problems. Lees College in nearby Jackson branch in London and Eastern Kenfaced a similar fate two years ago. tucky University's satellite campus in
With $1.6 million in debts and a nearby Corbin have both surpassed
pending loss of accreditation, the col- Sue Bennett in enrollment. EKU has
lege merged with the University of 1,600 students in Corbin, and SomerKentucky as a branch campus of set has 507 in London.
Somerset Community College was
Hazard Community College.
Sue Bennett's trustees launched a put on a warning list last year by the
$2 million "Save Our College" cam- Southern Association of Colleges and
paign to cover the mounting debt and Schools for failing to comply with
ommendation to end accreditation

The delegation went before the prove its financial solvency.
The college owes $2 million to the
iouthern Association of Colleges and
khools in Atlanta to appeal a com- Internal Revenue Service, as well as
nittee recommendation that accredi- debts owed to other creditors and its

ation be revoked. A ruling could own endowment. Nearly $1.7 million

:ome next week, said James Rogers, of the debt comes from Sue Bennett's
policy of deficit spending, largely to
he association's executive director.
"Legally, they have up to three cover student financial aid.
"Many of our students receive ...
veeks to let us know what their deciion is," said Liz Gabbard, a spokes- some sort of aid from the college,''

voman for the JOO-student college in said Cheek, who had served as the
college's academic dean.
.aurel County.
Students nav nearlv $12.000 to

:it-

academic and professional prepara-

tion criteria for its faculty. The
school was taken off that list recently
after reducing the percentage of parttime faculty, said Wanda Baize, asso-

ciate dean of academic affairs at the
college.
Only a handful of colleges have
won appeals with the accreditation

association in the past 10 years. Planning for the worst, admissions officers at Sue Bennett have been workin~ with nthPr rnllPP'Pc; in thP _c;t::i.tP tn
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2 women·swonr in 'as'Morehead·State·regeilts~
MO~EHEAD,,Ky: 07 11;"<?,women have bee1(SWortJ iµ as1lew members of
Morehead State tJmvers1ty',board of regents.
·
Juanita Milts, a principal-in-the structural and civil engineering firm THP
Ltd. ot:Cincinnati, will serve a six-year term that>ends~utrec30i•2003.
-- Mills,. of Lak"'lill,e;,;l/ark..~.~ai$~1elect ~f th~,No_rtbern.Kentucky .•
__ (,hamHer,of:.C~m!]!_~f.S~.a!l~~.e_f\'.~!~.!~~-~X~\l!~~-')!;'~'}~~~-~U}.1~lJ!R~!l.
LeagueofCmcmnati.
: f.,:,: · ::_'! c:.i'..l.l.l.8.:..!..:'.=..:! :....r:~ '·::-Li rif?
Erin Hughey, a senior governmeµt,major ftpm,t.ranbenyaTownship;Pa.;
becomes a:,regent as- a· result of her election· last sprinij:as ,the schoolls
Student Government Association president forthe,l!lll7i98.ac;ademkyear,_; 0 -,

.
lnti Daily Jndependen4--Asllland,,Kentucky-,, Saturday,September--20;·1B97

MSUregents
vote to raze
family units
By TOM LEWIS
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - A majority
of the student housing designed for families .. on Morehead State's main campus wijk
be demolished, to tl)e, d'-y
of many non-traditloftal,i;studehts. and their coordi.£!ltor,
under""if'plaw.apP,r~~l?~"'!lle
university's,.Boar!Jfof; IJ~~~'!~;

=-·day~- ..•'t:,, .::.:-~..;.;*L'.•-....
r,~-.
on·_·rrl
·,- ..:.:--·-N..;.4~~~t!_i}i.:~':

Married studEllltS !l!J.!j[,-s~g\e.
parents will have to·~dJhg1I~:,
ing in 'other·;residenc~!J.jii)J~~ro~ .,cal!lp~s ;~h,~n,;;~El:W.JJOd:
Terrace's 134\.,.unitir,. -i_n.4~.
apartment buil~~f.-.w.ig·Jtve
dUplexes, are 'delliobslied,./;~:..,
Cui:r~ntly, ~tu_~eiit~nte~ifi\
Lakewood Te~~;Jil~~ude_ §,5.
married couples;-.29,$gl\)_;par,.
ents .and 320:gi:'aduatii,'ijr. noli'
traditional· students -",·, generally defined as those older
than 23.
Rent in the complex ranges
from· $215 for an unfurnished
studio apartment to $350 for a
multibedroom,apartment, with
free television·cable, local-tele-,
phone and some utilities.
·
"There· is no available, com,
parable housing (in Morehead)
at anyWhere near that. price/!,,;
Rocky·,·Ross' president-fofl,'tiie!
non-tradition'ar;-EagJi!:;:SQci~;.
told MSU;iiji!ije~ts}F.'J;i~;',,}:})
New stUdemt•;regent::,Erin•
Hughey said MSU's S.tudentGovernment Association opposes the demolition plan because it would prevent ,other

married couples from cqming
to the school.
But MSU President Ron Eaglin said that while he wants to
be fair to students, there are
financial and safety factors to
be considered.
Most of Lakewood Terrace's
buildings were erected in 1960.
and are now substandard, Eaglin said. With few exceptions
the complex's appliances are
original, apartments are _not
air conditioned and electrical
wiring is inadequate to handle
things like microwaves and
computers.
"We're going to end up with
a potential tragedy," Eaglin
said.
"The question is, why were
they not kept up?" asked- Jacquelyn Scott, MSU's coordinator of commuter and·,nontraditional students.
"They are very basic housing, but they are safe," said
MSU Staff Regent Gene Caudill, an administrative superintendent in the school's physical plant.
Regent Helen Pennington
said that during a public
forum held by the board last
spring, some stude~ts who
lived in family housmg complained about "deplorable conditions."
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Enrollment
falls 3.5%
from '96
MOREHEAD - Morehead State University's
enrollment has dropped
3.5 percent since last fall,
according t0o· a- prelilI!i·
nary report to the
school's Board of Regents
on Friday.
MSU has 8,052 students
now, compared with 8,344
during the fall 1996 semester.
The school based its
1997-98 budget on a projected enrollment of 8,300.
MSU President Ronald
Eaglin said the fmancial
impact of the shortfall
will be offset by slight increases in the number of
full-time and out-of-state
students. But he admittecj
that he thought the
school's enrollment had
uh,.,.u,........,..,M ,u,4-f' 1.,._4, '"-n

Mike Mincey, MSU'se;::vf~
president-for student~sai~
the demand for family-lioilsiiiif
has declined since the ·late1980s, and rental rates• would
rise noticeably even if as few
as four of the current buildings were renovated.
"If it adds to our deficit, it
hurts everything else at this
university," Eaglin added.
The demo Ii tion plan presented to the board did not say
when the buildings would be
torn down, and the regents
stipulated that they see a detailed plan of action before any
demolition work is done.
· Mincey said no student living at Lakewood Terrace
would be evicted to level the
complex. But Eaglin said that
even if new apartments were
built in their place, students
would be displaced for two or
three years.
'
Scott said many of tliose' students have nowhere else to go;
some returned to college ,when
they lost their jobs and homes.
Mincey said some married
students and single patents
would be funneled into-Normal
Hall, a building with 40: one-bedroom apartments;or-+ri!=
cently renovated Mays Hall,
which has 48 apartments •cur,·
rently used by graduate. and
non-traditional students but
few families. Eaglin said sections of other "traditional"
residence halls could be desig,
nated for non-traditional students.
But student Chuck Adams,
who lives . with his wife and
two children at Lakewood "Terrace, said many of those other
buildings are not well-suited
for families with children.
·Eaglin said the buildings
would be razed over several
years, aj_lowing for a gradual
transition of the affected students into other housing. . ., ~
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MSU's enroll111ent has
consistently fallen since
1992, when slightly more
than 9,000 students took
classes.
The university's firsttime freshmen enrollment is also down, according to the preliminary report, as is the
number of students taking
classes at MSU's regional extended campus centers.
First-time freshmen enrollment has dropped from 1,294 to
1,213 since last fall. And 2,014
students are taking courses at
the regional centers, compared
with 2,081 a year ago.
Enrollment at MSU's Ashland Area Extended Campus
Center has dipped from 478 to
391 since last fall. At the Licking Valley center in West Liberty, there are 351 students;
there were 424 in the fall of
1996.
-Tom Lewis

co
co
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Fast track
Morehead adjusts to meet a need
Morehead State University
is to be -commended for adjusting its education program to meet a need that exists in school districts
throughout Kentucky: More
individuals who are certified
to be elementary and high
school principals.
In cooperation with the
Kentucky Educational Development Corp., the university
has developed the Aspiring
Principal Fast Track Certification Institute. The intensive program· reduces the
minimum amount of time required to earn certification
as a principal from 18
months to a year.
The program became necessary because of an unprecendented number of principals who have retired or resigned since the passage of
the Kentucky Education Re,
form Act in 1990. With the
advent of site-based councils
and more power to make program and funding decisions,
KERA has placed a much
greater responsibility on
principals and significantly
increased their workload. As
a result, some principals
have suffered from burn-out
and left the profession.
The fast-track institute is
an attempt to get enough cer. tified principals to fill existThe Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,·
Saturday, September 20, 1997_

MSU giving
exceeds $2 million
MOREHEAD - Private
giving to Morehead State
University topped the $2
million mark for the first
time during fiscal year
1996-97.
The school received
$2,040,726 in 1996-97, an
increase of 17 percent. The
gifts came from 5,451
individuals, corporations
and other entities, marking
a 10-percent improvement.
The most significant gifts
of the year included $250,000
from Lucille Little as the
final portion of a $1 million
pledge and another $175,000
from Little to build a bell
tower on campus; $222,000
in equipment and supplies
from Gifts-in-Kind
International; and $73,973
from the Mountain Rural
Telephone Cooperative for
scholarships.

ing and future vacancies.
The program requires a substantial commitment from·
both the teachers enrolled in
it and their school systems.
After teaching all week,
the teachers in the program
in;imediately switch to being
students. The institute conducts classes on Friday afternoons and all day Saturday.
Those involved must put
their family and social lives
on hold for awhile.
School systems also must
commit to giving teachers involved in the institute time
off for professional development and for on-the-job
training.
Fourteen area teachers
currently are involved in the
fast track program. With
their involvement having the
support of their school system, no doubt most - if not
all - soon will be principals.
When KERA was first enacted, education schools at
the state's public universities were criticized for being
slow to adjust their training
programs to meet the demands of the new law. However, in this case, Morehead
State .was flexible and in·
novative enough to meet a
real need that exists in the
area its serves. When a university does that, it is serving its region well.
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Tech schools,
community
colleges name
five to board
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BuREAU

i;

FRANKFORT - Five men and
women have been elected to serve
as student, faculty and staff repre:
sentatives on the board of the new
Kentucky Community and Technical College System.
The representatives elected bv
the Kentucky Tech post-secondarv
schools are:
·
■ Student regent Donna Davis;
who is studying graphics communication at Somerset Regional Technology Center.
■ Staff regent Mark Powell,
who is computer operations analyst
at Bowling Green Regional Tech,
nology Center.
■ Faculty regent Bobby McCool, a welding instructor at Mayo
Regional Technology Center iri
Paintsville.
'

The community colleges' student regent will be Charles O'Neah
a nursing student who is presideriJ
of Madisonville Community Co!,
lege's student government. and the
staff regent will be Cindy Fiorella.
Owensboro Community College's
coordinator of continuing educatiot>
and community service.
The community college faculty
will elect their representative in early October. The new board mem,
hers will be swoni in at the KCTCS
board's·next meeting, Oct. 13.
The faculty, staff and student
regents each will have one-hatf
vote, to add up to a total of three
votes. The board also has eight citi
zen members, who were appointe\l
in July by Gov. Paul Patton.
··
Faculty and staff regents were
elected to three-year terms, while
the student regents will serve for a
year.
The KCTCS board was created
by the changes in higher education
laws passed by the General Assero=
bly in May. By July 1, 1998, it will
oversee the state's 25 post-sec,
ondary technical schools and ali
community colleges except Lexing...
ton Community College.
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Roast, reunion,_ respect
for building~s na1nesake
Goodpaster is honored at ACC dedication
By.GEORGE,WOLFFORD·

OF THE.DAILY INDEPENDENT
•. · , ., •
A'.SHLAND - Some 250 peopie turned ' out Friday after,
noonJor ·dedication of Ashland
Community College's new $4.5
million, GoodpasterBuilding-as·mui:h·to celebrate with the
mancit's named for as to see
the structure,
The afternoon proved to be a
comliination of 1'.0ast, reiinion
and respect' fol'. Dr. -Robert L.
Goodpaster, who· led the school
from .1961- to 1987,.He·was surprised'',to-.b~~gl'8!lted.· by out-of•
town:· famlJy-.:and·• friends as
well0 as peers ·from the aca-

paster.
deniic. community.
His friend and mentor, Dr.
Included were the president
of the University of Kentucky, A.D. Albright, recalled how. ·
Charles Wethington, and two Goodpaster had defeated froof Goodpaster's successors, Dr. zen earth by crawling beneath
Tony Newberry, now interim an· old house to dig out a tubhead of the. agency overseeing ful of dirt. It was used in an
community and technical col- indoor groundbreaking for the
leges, and Dr. Angeline first building on ACC's curDvorak, who took. over ACC's rent campus.
But there were serious
presidency in July. . .
notes,
too. Wethington made it
Wethington joked that it was
good to see a building "named· plain that UK continues its
fol'. someone while they'l'.e still long relationship with comactive and able to enjoy it." ·
munity colleges, still owning
the property where they stand
Dr.. Herbert Bertram Jr., a and encouraging strong acaVance~urg physician,. kept_ a 1
recept10n group lau~mg with denifos and leadership at l~hl
~ t i n g with Good- level that will carcy students
to his school or other four-year
inStituti6ns.·; · ~:;, ,.. ·.1 • •
, 1
The Rev. Bill Messer, inl·ani,-.
invocation, voiced· thanks- "for;, ·
giving us Bob Goodpaster and
gifting him."
Dvorak noted that ACC
marks its 60th anniversary
this year, looking back on a
long heritage "and at the same--·
time embracing. the OP:-_
portunity of bringing the ·
school into the 21st century."
She called the new building
"more than a symbol of--a
bright future" and noted that
it holds 60 high,tech comput,·
ers with the latest software;
aimed at taking the school into
the next century.
,
Dvorak credited Goodpastetf·'
who came here to direct UK's .
Ashland Center in 1957, "witlt ·
much of ACC's initial success,,,_
based on dedication, vision,;
and genius. Bob Goodpaster is'
the one person responsible for
what we see at ACC today."
Goodpaster accepted the
plaudits humbly.
"After all that has been said
about me today, the more I say
the more you may think that
this was all a mistake," he
said, laughing.
The three-story building has
35,300 square feet of generalpurpose classrooms and offices
in addition to the open computer lab, math lab and tutoring rooms. Ground was broken
in 1996 and students started
using the building in August.
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Patton says universities
must strive for excellence
Trustees told
best students
leaving state
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier.Journal
r

Gov. Paul Patton said yesterday it
will take acro_ss-!he-b_o~d excellence
at Kentucky's ;UD1Vers1ttes to s_tem the
net loss of mtellectual capital the
state now suffers.
. .
Rese~h . and doctoral training ~t
the ~ruvers1ty. of_ Kentucky and Uruvers1ty of Louisville l_ll"e vital _to t1!at
effort, but eac~ regional ~vers1ty
must also con~bute _by beco~g natt~nally promment m one field, he
srud.
. .
. .
Speaking m Louisvi!le at_ an annual
conference of state uruv~rs!ty trustees
and regents, Patton srud it's natural
~at many bri~t ~?ents "l~ok for a
different expenence by l_eaVJDg Kentucky for college. But if the state
bui!ds·a n~tional rep!'ta~on for valumg educatt_on, he srud 1t can attract
equally bnght students from elsewhere.
"The net flow of intellectual power
into and out of Kentucky must at best
be neutral," he said. "And it is certaioly not neutral now."
At the top of the post-secondary
education system he envisions, UK
and U of L must build "a concentralion of intellectual capital like we
have never, ever seen in this state before," Patton said.
The state's six regional universities
should aim at "rather narrow'' sorts
of excellence, Patton said. The state's
new postsecondary education refonn
law sets aside $6 million to help the
regional schools do that, and Patton
predicted that level of support will remaio constant.
.
But he said total funding for re-

.

Gov. Paul
Patton said UK
and UofL
must bulld "a
concentration
of Intellectual
capita! llke we
have never,
ever seen In
this state
before."

forms needs to grow. He has pledged
· to seek a $100 million funding increase for the universities, colleges
and technical schools by 2000, although he said yesterday that another
$100 million may be required over the
four years after that.
The lel!islature allotted $38 million
to Patton'sreforms last spring. Patton
said he expects the budget request
he'll prepare later this year will allot
roughly $30. million to construction
and repair of campus buildings and
$30 million to other initiatives.
That much, construction money
would provi"'de debt service for about
$300 milliom in construction bonds.
Patton said the state could then spend
more on crunpus buildings over the
next two years than it spent over the
previous decade.
Patton indicated that, to a degree,
he and the legislature will be flying
blind in deciding where to target
spending for the next two years.
That's because· the Council on Postsecondary Education's strategic agenda probably won't be ready until mid1999, he said.
Patton likened that document to a
road map charting the state's course
to the refonn law's goals for 2000.
The law envisions UK ranking in the
top tier of national research universities by then and U of L achieving national prominence as an urban university and in a more limited range of
research fields.
The regional schools, Patton said,
must collaborate with community col-

,

leges to ensure access to a bachelor's
degree to Kentuckians regardless of
their age, locale or frunily and employment circumstances.
Patton told the trustees and regents
he expects them to implement public
policy, not try to change it. If they disagree with elements of the refonn
law, he said, they should ask the legislature to fix it.
But he said, "I would at the srune
time invite you to resign from your
position on the board of trustees, because you cannot implement a policy
and fight it at the same time."
He said trustees who do their jobs
wcll can probably count on reappointment, which would enable them to
serve up to 12 years.
Patton asked them to steer between
the twin errors of bickering with university administrators and surrendering control to them.
.
"We cannot afford to have controversy" within or runong boards of
trustees, he said, "but that doesn't
mean that we need to be a rubber
strunp for anybody."
Patton said that in drafting the law,
he opted agaiost forcing universities
to compete with each other for new
funding. That may prove to be a mistake, but he said his goal was making
a clean break with the political infighting of the past.
"At least to begin with, we cannot
continue . . . having each individual
institution try to go to the politicians
and use their political power to get

favorable treatment, Patton said.
11

After his address yesterday morning at the Marriott East, Patton met
behind closed doors with the presidents of the universities and the Kentucky Community and Technical College System.
U of L President John Shumaker
said the presidents made it clear that
they "intend to function as constructive partners - not as adversaries,
not as obstructionists and not as quib-

blers."
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sernce
New link to be faster·
aiw,cheaper than
existing connections
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
Thec.-:....Courier-Journal
-•.,,

The:.. University of Louisville and
Bel!!iputh have teamed up to offer a
ne\iEinternet link that will make ac-

cess=;Jp computerized information
ch~ll!'r and faster.
The-11.ew service, announced yesterday;":Will be offered at first only to colleges-"j;schools, libraries, government
agencies and non'profit health-care
organizations.
~;.-;eventually it has the clear potential•- and one that we hope to rea1ize';®oner rather than later - to
~ businesses and to private
ho~;" U of L President John Shumalrer,.said.
BellSouth and U of L officials
a~last week to create an Internet
hulmii:Louisville - the first based in
Keniii'cky. Shumaker said yesterday it
wiIJ:.1m,vide "quick, easy and h.asslefre~l8ccess" to users who prevmusly
"hicrio go all over the count,y to get
•~':the street."
Ron-Moore, U of L's vice president
for;:imormation technology, said the
huli,;W)].I also make it possible to do
m o ~ - including convey video
im,lge,y - than Internet services now
availiible in the area can do.
¥,.w>,re said the nev; service could
cut.wier prices to between on.e-third
and'=one-half current charges in the
areir:Jie said public-sector users will
probably end up paying about $200 a
moiiili;; plus installation fees, for an
lnt\i!'ll:et hookup that has nearly 3,000
times4he capacity of a typical highspee~modem.
l\fflllJ"e said the university will conve~ the new service on Nov. 1 and
it wifi'.hecome available to state agencieQµblic schools and libraries on
DOI!;;'.¾:: He said U of L's current IntenetCCaccess is through ANS in St.
Lo~.;md the state's is through OARNE:eln Columbus, Ohio.
Sei'vice for other users in the LouisvillJ!·;'area and Southern Indiana is
prQPllbJy a year away, but U of,L and
BellSouth hope to extend the services
to /fnvate businesses and homes. Shumalfet'·said it will "bring millions of

Ke,mickians closer together'' and
proviile access to a statewide ''virtual
~ity," college courses on the Intel'll,~and common databases.
!'il'ooie said one likely advantage of
ha\iilig a local Internet hub is avoidingtl!Jtsiowdowns encouotered on Inteqi..~~ervices !hat encompass more
USers;-Over a wider area. For u ofL
USfl!e;sending electronic mail to Jefferso~ Comm~nity College, the service •.~ substitute a single relay for
the;;;seven hops around the world"
theif_ ~essages now must make, he
said, ..:
Moore said the university's twoye'!l"..:renewable contract with BellS_outh;,to establish the service proVJdes-Jor the company to be paid
$22;000 monthly for two Internet
lin@,'."!ach with a capacity of 45 megab1{S::per second.
Lexington Herald-Leader
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Reader's views

UK planning ideas
should begin with
student housing
I understand the dilemma of the
neighborhoods and student housing at the
University of Kentucky. Much of off-campus student housing is a disgrace. The
places are in bad shape and pose fire hazards, some border on tenements.
The older, nicer neighborhoods near
UK don·r want students, but the students
need 10 live near campus. UK has not
built any dormitories in almost 30 years.
Where are the students going to live?
\\'e had to live on campus when I
went to UK My fondest memories are of
the friends I made by sharing housing
and I have kept those friends for life. We
were not isolated in rotten off-campus
housing.
The city and UK must get together
and create some up-to-date housing. Other
places have built new dorms. in apartment-type configurations that are attractive to young people. If students live together and do things together, the university becomes stronger through a closer
student body, and then a stronger alumni
group.
The Ul, architecture dean has had
some great ideas about zoning and the
sense of community, the blending of
neighbors. Let's start in the middle of Lexington at UK. Make a plan that will blend
and preserve th€ university neighborhoods and the Lexington community, and
provide for all the people.
Lynn Clements
Lexington
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Lindsey Wilson spokesman Dua!'e
Bonifer said the schools have d1scussed options ranging from a complete takeover to simply accepting
the school's students.
sue Bennett's board of trustees
will meet early 11ext month to"decide
what course to take.
.
Lees College in nearby Jackson
faced a similar fate two years ago.
With $1.6 million in debts amf a
pending loss of a~creditation, it
merged with the University of Kentucky and-became a branch campus
of Hazard Community College.
Bonifer lamented the apP.arent loss
of Sue Bennett, saying it filled a void
in that region.
"It serves a real vital role in getting first-generation college students
from Appalachia enrolled in college."
And Berea College President Larry
Shinn said the loss of any school
hurts the region it serves.
.
"Most colleges are deeply imbedded
in communities where they exist,
through their history and their relationship. That is hard to replace; it's
like closing a big business."
Jim Taylor, president of Cumberland College in Williamsburg, said
that given Sue Bennett's financial
problems, he wasn't surprised by the
Southern Association's decision l;mt
he wishes the school could have
maintained its accreditation.
"It's a sad day it and doesn't help
the commonwealth in any way," Tay!or said.
"But it's inevitable
the
strong will survive and the weak perish, and that's the way it is."

The school's president of seven
years, Pau.l Butmell, resigned shortly
after that decision.
The state will now evaluate the
school's financial situation to decide
; whether to ·revoke the school's Iicense. If the license is pulled, the colle~e would have to shut its doors,
said Dennis Taulbee, general counsel
for the state Council on Postsecondary Education.
Taulbee said Sue Bennett appears
to be in violation of a state requireBy JOSEPH GERTH
ment that schools have enough monThe Courier-Journal
ey on hand to refund students' tuSue Bennett College lost its ~ccreditation yesterday. ition. The school has until Tuesday to
Now the school faces losing its state license as well, prove that the money is there.
which would mean closing its doors.
Taulbee said the state's decision
"This is not a pleasant day," said Jim ~heek, the could come as soon as next week.
college's interim president. "I have met with faculty
Students at Sue Bennett are now ;
and staff and told them of our situation. I met with in limbo. In some cases, the federal·
students 'and told them. I try to play it straight with government will grant waivers on fithem as best I can, even when it hurts." .
nancial aid to allow students to comThe London, Ky., school was notified by the South- plete ,the semester, said James T.
em Association of Colleges and Schools, based in At- Rogers, executive director of the
lanta, that the agency's seven-member appeals_ com- Commission of Colleges, which is
mittee had unanimously upheld a recommendatton to part of the Southern Association.
revoke Sue Bennett's s~anding. The school had ap- , But if the state pulls Sue.Bennett's
pealed that recommendation last week.
. , license - which would force the
The main sanction that comes with loss of accredita- school to close - a federal waiver
lion is the loss of federal financial aid.
would be moot.
Cheek spent yesterday in meetings a~d O!! the teleCheek said yesterday that he has
phone trying to preserve federal fmanctal aid for the discussed contingency plans with
school's 360 students, and deciding what the next step several area colle!!es that could take
is in his effort to preserve the 100-year-old liberal arts over Sue Bennel'ii's classes. He said
collei:e.Sue Bennett, which is affiliat- his college is closest to an agreement
ed with the United Methodist Church, with Lindsey Wilson College in Cofell into financial problems in recent lumbia or with Union College in Baryears as it faced increased competition bourville, both of which are also
from community colleges and other Methodist-affiliated.
public institutions that increased their
roles in the region. It attempted to move
from a two-year school to a four-year
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Monday, September 22, 1997
institution, but that proved to be too little and too late.
The college owes about $2 million
to the Internal Revenue Service, other creditors and its own endowment.
About $1.7 million of the debt
comes from Sue Bennett's policy of
Children in Rowan County_ cate studetns about ·safety
deficit spendin!l, largely to cover figuidelines and how to seek
nancial aid. Tmtion, room and board will soon have a haven from
costs nearly $12.000 a year.
help if they are frightened or
The Southern Association, the pri- fear as the Morehead/Rowan
threatened.
mary accrediting board in II South- County Safe Place program is
eastern states, voted June 25 to withIt also will create "safe
draw its accreditation because of Sue launched. A joint venture of
places" where children can
Bennett's failure to comply with re- the Partnership Against Vioquirements on three points: The
go to find a friendly ally and
school's planning and evaluation pro- lent Environment, the Morethen call their parents.

'
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New Rowan County program offers
children safe havens from fear

cedures were substandard; its com-

puters and the number of volumes in
its library were not sufficient; and
the school didn't have adequate financial resources.

head Police Department, the
Rown County Family. Resource and Youth Service
Center and the local Chamber of Commerce. it will edu-

If it's true, as is so often

said, that it takes a village to
raise a child, then Morehead
and Rowan County are proving the truth of the maxiam.

....,..
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Sue Bennett College
loses accreditation
By Allen G. Breed
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Tiny Sue Bennett College lost
its a=editation yesterday, and its
Kentucky license to confer degrees for its 319 students could be
next, an official said.
The Laurel County school was
notified by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools in Atlanta that the agency's sevenmember appeals committee had
unanimously upheld a recommendation to revoke its standing. The
decision casts a shadow over the
future of the 101-year-old, United
Methodist-affiliated institution.
"The most serious ramification of this would be, of course,
the loss of student financial aid,
because that's tied to regional accreditation," said James Rogers,
executive director of the Atlantabased organization.
Another immediate threat is •
the revocation of the school's license by the Kentucky Council on :
Postsecondary Education. General '
Counsel Dennis Taulbee said the
agency started an inquiry July 21
and has yet to receive assurances i
from Sue Bennett that it has suffi- ·
dent reserves to refund tuition, as
required by the council and the
federal government.
"All that I would say is that our
primary concern is that students be
taken care of," Taulbee said. He
said the school has unti) Sunday to
respond on the reserves, and that a
decision on the license could come
as early as next week.
"I think we'll move pretty
quickly," he said.
Sue Bennett President Jim
Cheek said he was awaiting action
by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools before addressing
the state's concerns. But he said the
school has already begun making
arrangements to help students who
wish to transfer.
"The board (of trustees) will
meet early in October, and they will
make some kind of final determination," he said. "Obviously, what we
want to do is continue.... The options that are available to us now,
as you expect, are quite limited."

The Southern Association's
Commission on Colleges visited the
school in the spring and cited continuing problems with its finances,
library resources, and planning and
evaluation. The school was already
put on 18 months' probation by the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools, which has 800 members and is the primary accrediting
board in 11 Southeastern states.
The college owes .a total of $2
million to creditors that include the
Internal Revenue Service and the
school's own endowment. About
$1.7 million of that debt comes from
Sue Bennett's policy of deficit
spending, largely to cover student
financial aid.
Students pay nearly $12,000 a
year to attend and live on campus,
but many are on financial aid.
Rogers said his agency has revoked accreditation from about 10
schools in the last decade. He said
he knows of only one that has
closed because of that, and another
one that was sold.
Schools can reapply when they
get- their house in order, Rogers
said.
But'he said there are other national a=editing options.
Cheek said school officials have
already discussed the situation with
the U.S. Department of Education,
which would make the decision on
financial-aid status.

The school, which has an annual p~yroll of about $1.5 million, has
been having financial trouble for
several years.
In 1991, the University of Kentucky considered absorbing the college, which only recently became a
four-year institution, into its community college system. But Sue
Bennett backed out, thinking that
the Methodist church's Board of I
Global Ministries would not let the ·
college die.
.
Somerset Community College's i
branch in London and Eastern Kentucky University's satellite campus 1
in nearby Corbin both apparently ·
have drawn students away from '
Sue Bennett. EKU has 1,600 students in Corbin, and SCC has 507 in '
London.
Sue Bennett's board of trustees
announced a campaign in July to
raise $2 million. Cheek said the
school is in a "very low-cash situation. I inean, we're-not wealthy.
"We're asking for help and
we're asking for guidance and ask-

ing, in some cases, for forgiVeness/'
he said.
Glenn "Buddy" Westbrook, a
former trustee and local businessman, said the situation is sad. But
he said he is confident the college
will not die.
Lees College in nearby Jackson
faced a similar fate two years ago.
With $1.6 million in debts and a
pending loss of accreditation, the
college merged with the University
of Kentucky as a branch campus of
Hazard Community College.
"When one door closes, another
door will open," Westbrook said. "l
am just certain something will
come in that will take the place of
Sue Bennett and use the campus for
the same mission."

Lexington Herald-Leader
Wednesday, September 24, 1997

University to get $1 million gift: The
University of Cincinnati is receiving a $1 million
gift from two private contributors. The money will
be used to support construction projects at the
Molecular Studies Building, the CollegeConservatory of Music and the university's newconference center, the administration said yesterday..
The Jacob G. Schmidlapp Trust and the Fifth Third
~ank Foundation are jointly contributing the $1 milhon to the state university in five annual installi:nents.
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New system
of colleges
has picked
most regents
The Courier-Journal
Students· staff and faculty members of the 'new Kentucky Community
and Technical College System ~ave
picked five of their six representatives
on the system's board of regents.
The college system, which was created by the legislature in May, includes 25 postsecondary technical
schools and 13 of the 14 University of
Kentucky community colleges (the
exception is Lexington Commuruty
College).
•
.
The postsecondary techmcal
schools ·have chosen their three regents; the community colleges have
elected staff and student members
and will elect a faculty representative
next month.
The new regents are: (_:harles
O'Neal Madisonville Commuruty College's kudent government president;
Donna Davis, a student at Somerset
Regional Technology Center and state
president of the Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America; Mark Powell, computer operations analyst at Bowling
Green Regional Technology Center;
Cindy Fiorella, coordinator of c~ntinuing education and commun!ty
services at Owensboro Commurnty
College; and Bobby McCo?I, a welding instructor at Mayo Regmnal Technology Center in Paintsville.
The faculty and staff regents will
serve three-year terms; the students,
one-year terms.
Gov. Paul Patton appointed eight
citizen members to the board in July.
Each of them gets one vote on board ·
decisions, while the six members ~epresenting colleges and tec~cal
schools will cast one-half vote apiece.
The regents expect t~ hire the sy~tem's first president m about SIX
months, and they recently hired a
Washington, D.C., firm to help them
search for candidates.
The firm the Association of Community Coliege Trustees, will be paid
between $26,500 and $30,000.
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Professor named to state ethics commission
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Bertie Oldham Salyer, a professor at Prestonsburg Community College, was appointed yesterday to the Executive Branch Ethics Commission.
She replaced attorney Ruth H. Baxter of Carrollton, the commis- '
sion's chairwoman, whose term had expired.
f
Salyer, 54, is a professor and chairwoman of the community college's social sciences division, according to information from Gov.
Paul Patton's office. She is a graduate ofMorehead State University.
Her term on the ethics commission expires July 14, 2001.

Lexington Herald-Leader
Wednesday, September 24, 1997

Professor named to ethics commission:
Bertie Oldham Salyer, a professor at Prestonsburg
Comm'!nity College, was appointed yesterday to the
Executive Branch Ethics Commission. She replaced
Ruth H. Baxter of Carrollton, who was the commission's chairwoman but whose term had expired.
Salyer, 54, is a professor and chairwoman of the
community college's social sciences division according '.o information from (?ov. ~au! Patton's ~ffice.
She 1s a graduate of Jenkms High School in Letcher ;
County and of Morehead State University. Her term
on the ethics commission is to expire July 14, 2001.
Baxter, an attorney, was in court and not available
for comment, according to her office.
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Enrollment drops 5%
at community colleges
Chancellor says
dip shows need
for job courses
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
Enrollment at Kentucky's state
community colleges appears to have
dropped sharply, and the colleges'
chancellor says the decline shows a
need for more job-training programs.
Preliminary fall figures show a 5
percent drop in enrollment since last
fall in the 14-campus University of
Kentucky Community College System. Combined enrollment at the
state's eight universities, meanwhile,
is up 0.3 percent.
Preliminary enrolJment totals come
to 105,935 at the universities and
41,500 at the community colleges.
The combined figure for both is
down 1.3 percent from last year, and
it continues a five-year trend of slight
declines.
The strong economy lures some
potential community college students
away from classes and into the work
force, said Ben Carr, the system's
chancellor.
And the struggle last spring between Gov. Paur Patton, who wanted
to pry the community colleges away
from UK, and university leaders, who
fought to maintain control, probably
kept some potential students from
enrolling, Carr said. Patton ultimately
struck a compromise that leaves UK's
name on the two-year schools but
shifts management of 13 of them to a
new, two-part state system that also
includes 25 technical schools.
TWO-YEAR COLLEGE students
typically enrolled for more credit
hours this year than last, and that
softened the effect of the enrollment
drop. There was only a 2.2 percent
decline in the average number of
credit hours per student.
The preliminary headcount, compiled Sept. 8, might be misleading. It
shows a 22 percent decline in enrollment at Madisonville Community
College, for example, but the school's
acting president. Carl Barnett, said
yesterday that a more recent count
suggests enrollment has declined no
more than 6 percent. The final figures will be announced in December.
Among the other two-year schools,

Ashland, Jefferson and Southeast
community colleges appear to have
declines of 5 percent or more. The
community colleges in Elizabethtown, Lexington, Owensboro and
Somerset posted small enrollment
gains.
"We are concerned about" enrollment losses across the two-year college system, Carr said.
HE SAID a shortage of job-specific training at the schools may have
kept some students from enrolling.
Kentucky's two-year colleges offer
less job-related technical trai ning
than those in other states, but a recent state funding increase should
help correct that, Carr said. He said
several new training programs can
start as early as January ifthe Council on Postsecondary Education gives
quick approval.
Some of those programs will train
computer network technicians and
occupational and physical therapists,
he said.
As for the battle over control of the
community colleges, Carr said that
follow-up calls at several schools to
people who applied but did not register for classes revealed that some of
them were put off by uncertainty
about the school.s' future.
After the highly publicized fight
between Patton and UK, "some people may have thought that we were
no longer open for business or that
we have changed completely," Carr
said. "And all of the colleges have
made a major effort to get the word
out that the colleges are still going to
be connected to UK . . . and that we
are offering the same programs with
the same quality."
The preliminary numbers show
that the biggest enrollment shifts
among state universities were at
Northern Kentucky University, where
enrollment increased 2.9 percent
compared with last fall , and Morehead State and Kentucky State universities, where enrollment shrank by
3.5 percent and 2.7 percent, respectively.
Michael Moore, Morehead's executive vice president for academic affairs, said his school's enrollment
loss seems to be chiefly among already-enrolled students who transferred or dropped out. He said he's
working with other college officers to
determine "if there are some stu-
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dents who we're not serving well."
KSU spokesman Bruce Edwards
said his school's enrollment decline
came as a surprise. The number of
students admitted for the fall semester was up 13 percent over a year
ago, but only 597 of the 950 admitted
showed up to register, he said.
To diagnose its enrollment problem, Edwards said, KSU is conducting a mail-and-telephone survey of
newly admitted students who didn't
register and former students who
didn't come back. They will be asked
what part financial aid, employment,
course offerings or the racial composition of KSU - Kentucky's only
historically black university - played
in their decision, he said.
Edwards said KSU has intensified
recruitment efforts in its seven-county service area, in Lexington and in
Louisville. He said it is handicapped
by the area's sparse population and
by competition with UK and the University of Louisville in the two cities.
AMONG OTHER postsecondary
educational institutions in Kentucky
and Indiana:
■ The 25-campus Kentucky Tech
system of vocational and technical
schools reported fall enrollment of
8,335, a 1 percent increase over last
year.
■ Spalding University in Louisville
posted 10 percent enrollment growth,
bringing total enrollment to 1,564,
the highest figure in 29 years.
■ Bellarmine College in Louisville
reported fall enrollment of 2,233, a
2.4 percent increase over last year.
■ Berea College enrolled 1,464 students this fall, 4 percent fewer than
last fall.
■ Indiana University reported 0.8
percent enrollment ~rowth, to a total
of 91,215 students. m its eight-campus system. Enrollment was up by
2.3 percent, to 5,520 students. at JUSoutheast in New Albany, and up by
0. 7 percent, to 34,937 students, on
the Bloomington campus.

■ Thursday, September 25, 1997

.. FRANKFORT
KSU to get $400,000 HUD grant: The
LJepartmenc of Housing and Urban Development
distributed $6.5 million in grants yesterday to help
l inistorically black colleges revitalize neighbor10ods near their campuses. Among the recipients is
t~rucky State University, which will get $400,000.
~ officials said they would use a $400,000 grant
"U'rehabilitate substandard housing for low-income
:amilies. University nursing students also intend to
administer medicine to elderly tenants at local hous,ing projects.
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College tuition increases
5 percent, survey finds
Though low,
critics say rate
outpaces inflation
Bv ETHA.\i BRONNER
The New York Times
The cosr of a college education
rose by 5 percent this year, which
administrators described as proof
that they were bringing costs down
from an upward spiral in the 1980s.
Bur critics noted that the rare was
still twice that of inflation and three
rimes that of the growth of the average family income.
The College Board. which released
its annual survey yesterday. said the
rate of growth for 1997-98 tuition
and fees at public and private fouryear colleges was unchanged from
last vear.
Donald Stewart. president of the
College Board, said that "for most
Americans. college is still accessible
- especially in the light of financial
aid currently available." He urged
students and parents to "keep college costs in perspective," adding
rhar most students at four-year institutions pay less than $4,000 a year.
The report showed that students ar

four-year private institutions were
paying an average tuition of $13,664,
and at four-year public institutions,
S3.lll. Tuition at two-year colleges
increased -I percent at private institutions, to S6.613 a year. and 2 percent
at public institutions, to S1,501.
The National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities
used the survey's release to point out
that the rate of growth in the cost of
attending private institutions has declined or remained steady for the
past decade.
BUT A NUMBER of economists
and others who study the cost of
higher education contended that a
comparison with the inflation rate less than 2.5 percent last year - was
more meaningful.
They said the gap between inflation and tuition increases reflected
the growing value of a college degree in the United States,
"Essentially, colleges can get away
with it." said Gary Burtless, a senior
fellow ar the Brookings Institution in
Washington. "The value of a college
diploma has gone up tremendously
in the last 20 years, more than the
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
Wednesday, September 24, 1997

~ t o look
at SE Missouri
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
- The NCAA has notified
Southeast Missouri State
University that its
basketball program under
ftred coach Ron Shumate
and his staff is under
investigation.
University president Dale
Nitzschke said Tuesday that
he received a letter saying a
preliminary study of the
program found potentially
major problems with the
program under Shumate.

THE INCREASE IN TUITION
Tuition increased at state colleges and universities. Charges are
per semester except where noted. Figures do not include activity
and other fees charged by individual schools.
.

UK.UofL

, $1,170

$40

870

30

900

1,660

79

1,743

Other public universities in Ky.
IU

$1,200
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save for their children ·s education
because of their debts."
David Warren, president of the
National Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities, said many
of the 900 institutions he represents
have faced steep costs to computerrelative cost of the diploma,"
ize their campuses and increase the
Daniel Hamermesh, an economics technical level of their laboratories.
professor at the University of Texas
THE COLLEGE Board's report
at Austin, said it was "like any other
supply-and-demand situation. There said student financial aid was at a
is little incentive to cut costs." En- record high of $55 billion. an increase of 5.4 percent over last year
rollment is up on both coasts.
Dara from the association of inde- after adjusting for inflation. It added,
pendent colleges support this view, however, that most of the increase
in pan: A wage earner with a high was in the form of loans rather than
school diploma earns about $880,000 grants, and that most of the inover a lifetime. With a bachelor's de- creased borrowing was not subsigree, the worker makes $1.4 million. dized.
"Headlines that scream about the
and with a master's, $1.6 million. A
graduate with a law degree or a doc- inflation of tuition and fees only
torate rakes in S2.1 million.
serve to inflate the fears of American
Daniel Cheever, president of Sim- families," said the College Board's
mons College in Boston, said he was Stewart. "The United States continpleased to see institutions moderate ues to extend higher-education optuition rares but disturbed that the portunities to a larger percent of the
cost had increased at a rate higher population than any country."
than inflation or the growth in averWarren, of the association of indeage family income, which is estimat• pendent colleges, said he expected
ed at I percent to 2 percent.
that by 2002, the rate of increase in
"We've slipped back from the goal tuition would be in line with the rate
of making college affordable to near- of.inflation.
ly every family," Cheever contended.
"There is a lot of restructuring and
Asked if the rate of increase re• downsizing going on" to keep tuition
flected the growing value of a college costs down, he said. "Colleges are
degree. Cheever responded: "Just be- · making tough calls on which procause you can do it doesn't mean grams to keep."
you should do it. The market is bearThe cost of higher education has
ing it today because students and come under growing scrutiny betheir families are borrowing.
cause of a perception that it has got"Payback time will come in the ten out of hand in recent years.
next decade," he said. "and we don't
But Charles Clotfelter, professor of
know yet whether the marker can public policy at Duke University,.
bear it because we don't know how said that universities' "almost boundthe debts will affect those graduates less desire to be excellent" creates
who may not be able to buy houses "a bottomless demand for more
or go into their field of choice or money."
TRAINING: A drop in
Kentucky community college
enrollment may signal a
need for job training. BS
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Berea College sued again
in lightning strike
BEREA, Ky. - Berea College and a soccer coach
are again being sued over a lightning strike that
killed a player and injured another during a team
practice.
Audrey Echanique, 18, filed suit in U.S. District
Court in Lexington this month alleging that the college and its women's soc,cer coach, Michae~_ Wedding,
were negligent by allowing the team to practice dur•
. ing a thunderstorm on Sept. 5, 1996.
Echanique, a Berea College sophomore from Sum•
merville, Ga., said her si~ht and hearing were dam•
aged by the lightning stnke. She is seeking a minimum of $75,000 each from the college and from Wedding,. plus unspecified compensatory and punitive
damages. The same damages are being sought in· a
pending lawsuit against the college and Wedding that
was filed by the family of soccer player who was
killed by-lightning that day.

•
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rutJire cloudy for Sue Bennett students
By Judy Jones
SOUTI-fEASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU

?'If we stau

: we are in
~lasses that
,may not be
:accredited.
'ljwe leave,
:we have to
rpay the
~/}hoot back
::our scholarships.
ffi!
.,.
;·don't. have
9.n option."
tKrls Simmons
1

Sue Bennett

.
~

student from
f>1ount Airy, N.C •

,

LONDON - Ron Newby sat in his dorm lobby
at Sue Bennett College yesterday playing cards. ·
It was no more a gamble than going to class.
Newby, a 21-year-old senior business major,
had been hoping to finish his degree in December.
But this week, the tiny college lost its accreditation and may soon lose its state license to grant degrees. Students don't know if they'll get credit for
classes they're taking. ·
"They sent a letter back last summer saying
that we would be accredited through December,"
Newby said.
"They lied."
The future of the 101-year-old college, owned by
the United Methodist Church, is as 'uncertain as
that of its 319 students.
Sue Bennett will decide soon whether lo close,
lo affiliate with another college or io raise mmu•y lo
ensure its financial viability, President Jim Cheek
said.
On Tuesday, the college was placed on 18
months' probation by the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools, the Atlanta-based accrediting
agency.. The school owed $2 million to creditors
such as the Internal Revenue Service and its own
endowment.
·
When small Lees College in Jackson faced similar financial pressures and a possible loss of accred-

President Rollin Watson.
But that won't be easy,
Placing students at midsemesitation, it merged with the Univer- ter is difficult, and many of Sue
sity of Kentucky as a branch cam- Bennett's students are from outpus of Hazard Community College. side the community college's fiveBut it may be too late for Sue county service area.
Bennett to try a similar move.
Sue Bennett's students are
London community leaders painfully aware of their limited ophad approached the college about tions. And they're angry.
affiliating with UK five years ago,
"If we stay, we are in classes
but Sue Bennett's board declined,
that may not be accredited. If we
said London Mayor Ken Smith.
Meanwhile, Somerset Commu- leave, we have to pay the school
nity College has already estab- back our scholarships. We don't
lished a branch campus in London. have an option," said Kris SimThe 556-student campus is housed mons, a native of Mount Airy, N.C.
in an old coal company building
Chris Holbrook, 21, from Flemrc11ovatecl hy the county and city.
ing-Neon, says he hopes another
Tlw co1111mmity rnllt•gc would school, such as 1J11ion Colli','-W in
like 111 help the private rollegL' Barbourville, Lakes over, so he ran
"anyway we could within reason," finish out the semester.
said Somerset Community College
Some of his credits won't trans-

Tiu· an-rcdi1i11g asscJ1·iati1111's

txecutivc director said yesterday

fer to state universities, he said.
Even if he does transfer, lfolbrook can't get another football
scholarship, he said, because he
has played out his eligibility,
Not all the students blame the
school for their problems. Todd
Henson, of Leesburg, Fla., blames
the accrediting agency.
"The problems were in the former administration. We have this
new president, and he tried to help.
SACS should have given him a
chance," Henson said.
Cheek, who has been president
only three months, knew he was
inheriting a serious financial problent
II(' did11'1 know 1111lil :1fl1•1 lw
accepted the job, however, that the
association decided in late June to
pull the school's accreditation,

that his agency acted as quickly as
it cnuld to revoke Sue Bennett's
credentials,
Though the association signalled last summer its intention to
revoke accreditation, the college
was entitled to an appeal before an
impartial board, said direnor
James Rogers.
Sue Bennett's response was received by the agency in mid-July.
There was not enough time to assemble an appeals board and distribute records before September,
he said,
While Rogers sympathizes
with the students, he said he is
proud of the association's board
fur its willingness lo malH· :1 lo11gh

de·, i·-.ic,11.

lie said,"\Ve have a publi,· responsibility, if accreditation is going to mean an}'thing."
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U of L enrolls 1,992
in. freshman class;
total fall figure down

1

The Courier-Journal
The University of Louisville has enrolled its largest freshman class in six
years.
U of L's 1,992 first-semester freshmen earned an average ACT score of
21.4, up nearly half a point from last
year's freshman class. A total of 247
National Merit and other academic .
scholarships were awarded to freshmen, a 6 percent increase over last
year's total.
The university's estimated total fall
enrollment, 20,789 students, is down
231 students from last fall's figure.
u of L Provost Carol Garrison said
the university's schools of engineer-
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The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
September 28, 1997

Transylvania
enrollment up
LEXINGTON - Final
enrollment for the fall at
Transylvania University
shows full-time enrollment
up 5.3 percent from 959 to
1,010, making this the
largest full-time enrollment
in the school's 217-year
history.
Overall enrollment is up
five percent, 979 to 1,027
and new student
enrollment, 327 freshmen
and 16 transfers. is the
same as last year's all time
high for new students.

ing, nursing, law, education and business and public administration
schools had all planned to trim their
enrollment, in part as a quality-building measure.
Graduate school enrollment
climbed alinost 2 percent, from 4,289
last year to 4;370. Garrison said the
past several years' increase in graduate enrollment reflects U of L's growing role as a research university.
At the law school, the entering
class posted a median Law School
Admission Test score of 157, the highThe Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
est in the school's history. The law
September 28~ 1997
school also set a record for the pro- .
poi:tlon of ¥ncan-American students Georgetown sets
OU offering:
m Its entermg class: 20 percent
enrollment record t h
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Faculty regent picked for new college system
FRANKFORT, Ky. -A Jefferson Community College psychology
professor will represent community college faculty on the board of
the Kentucky Community and Technical College System, it was announced yesterday.
•
Jack Hanel will serve a three-year term on the board of regents,
which by July 1 will begin managing 13 community colleges now run
by the University of Kentucky. It also will manage 25 post-secondary
technical schools that now are overseen by the Workforce Development Cabinet.
Five people previously were elected to represent students and staff
at community colleges as well as students, faculty and staff at the
technical schools. Each will have one-half vote. The board also has
eight citizen members, each of whom has a full vote.

eac er program

GEORGETOWN - A total
IRONTON__:_: Oh _ ·
10
of 394 new freshmen have
enrolled at Georgetown
University Southern
College, making it the
Campus is offering the
largest freshman class in 25 Prekindergarten (early
years and representing an
childhood) Teacher
increase- of 21 percent over
Validation-program.
the fall 1996 total- of 326.
This· validation can be
The total number of
att_ac~ed t? an already
undergraduates·enrolled at
exi stmg kindergarten
the college for the fall
prim8J1'., elementary, home
..
economics or special
semester represents an
education certification.
increase of 11 percent for
Current education
the fourth consecutive year. students may take these
according to Mike Konopski. classes as well as
director of admissions.
individuals wishing to work
or those who are currently
working in Head Start
programs, day-care centers
and nursery schools.
Sessions will be primarily
in the evening and on
weekends during the year
and will be completed by
summer 1999.
Those interested in
participating in this
program should call the
student center to verify
eligibility and_to determine
prerequisites.
For more information, call
the student center at (614)
533-4600.

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
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Unaccredited
After a century of service, it may
be time for small college to close
After more than a century
of serving the higher education needs of Southeastern
Kentucky, the time may have.
come for tiny Sue Bennett
College to close its doors.
The future has looked
bleak for some time for the
United Methodist-affiliated
college in London. The
school owes creditors more
than $2 million, with much
of it owed to the Internal
Revenue Service and to its
own. endowment. Enrollment
has been steadily declining
in recent years and support
from the United Methodist
Board of Global Ministries
has been waning.
However, the biggest blow
came Tuesday when Sue
Bennett lost its accreditation
from the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
That means the Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary
Education could revoke the
college's license to confer degrees. The school also could
be barred from participating
in federal financial aid programs that many of its students need to meet tuition
costs.
Even if the state does not
act. courses taken at unaccredited schools are of little
real value. Most colleges will

not accept credits earned at
unaccredited colleges. It
would be difficult to justify
spending the $12,000 a year it
costs to attend Sue Bennett
to take courses that are not
recognized by other schools.
For most of its life, Sue .
Bennett has offered one of
the few opportunities for
Southeastern Kentuckians to
receive a post-high school education without leaving the
area. It has a long and proud
history.
However, times have
changed. The 319 students
currently enrolled at Sue
Bennett are far fewer than
the 507 students enrolled in
Somerset Community College's branch campus in London and the more than 1,300
students attending Eastern
Kentucky University's satellite campus in nearby Corbin. Both those schools offer
courses at a fraction of the
cost of attending Sue Bennett.
Sue Bennett College has
been an asset for Southeastern Kentucky since 1896, but
even good things come to an
end. Without a huge influx of
money and some major
changes that do not appear
to be on the horizon, Sue
Bennett has few options but
to close.
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Comp~U!_ts·lead Wlt:U to cancel
student's ·Paunchy mdi9 show
Associated Press
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western
Kentucky University, has e_ulle4 the
plug on a studenf ~shock jock"
whose two-hour program; ''K.C. and
the Brain," riled listeners of the tampus radio station with.sexual iMm:ndos and racial slurs.
"The show didn't live up to what
we thought were OOiiidiunity standards," said Bart White, faculty adviser for alternative station WWHR,
whose license is held by the university. "What shocks us here ia nothing
to the _people of New York City."
White said the eight-member
Broadcast Advisory Boa~ had split
on whether to allow the program to
continue this year. "K.C: and the
Brain," airing on Tuesdays at 8 p.m.,
had been on for a year.
The cancellation will not affect the
academic standing of the disc jockey,
K.C. Armstrong of New York, a former summer intern for the controversial Howard Stem show.
"It wasn't that I yanked it without
giving him a chance," Wltitesailf. "I
girve·ltim two academic ~emesters.'
. . . (But) it started in the gutter and
ended in the gutter. It neveat rqse
above that."
The station. with 100 watts of
power. can be received on campus
and within a short distance of WKU.
Most commercial radio stations-have
between 5.000 and 50.000 watt's.
White said he voted to renew Armstrong's show after the student convinced him that he would clean
thi ngs up. But when the board split
-1 --1, \Vhite pulled the plug. The boa.rd
consists of faculty members, pubhcradio workers and a student.
Armstrong said complaints to the
station came from those who didn' t
understand his humor.
··we poke fun at everyone - ourselves most of all." Armstrong said.
" We make fun of stereotypes a nd the
people who create stereotypes.

" I guess the people who complained didn't have the sense to
change the station. It's absurd to
think that people would agree with
everything you have to say."
White satd Armstrong's past broadcasts included a parody of a homosexual football team in which the victors gang-raPed the losers, and a
tetephone call .t o a psychic in which
he discussed his own alleged sexual'
problems, "very explicitly about organ size."

·

White said no particular weekly
broadcast prompted complaints.
"People got tired of these kinds.of
things. The students really liked the
show, and it w~ popular. \Vhat happens is, when kids are listening to
this, parents also are able to hear it,
and they're the ones who call."
Armstroni said he plans to talk to
the university's attorney and mi~ht
contact the American Civil Liberties
Union because he thinks the board is
practicing censorship.
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CORRECTIONS
A story about Sue Bennett College in yesterday's
Herald-Leader should have sai the college in London
had been placed on 18 months' probation before it
lost its accreditation this week. Also, a caption under a photograph that accompanied the story should
have said the accreditation was revoked by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
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BOWLING 9REEN;i,\Cy;,""Weste~t;
Kentucky Umversity(/luj(pup~ Ifie-'
plug on a studenff!slio_ck,,jock"" .
whose two-hour progr,im;'-'•~:c. liiu:I;~
the Brain,'' riled listerlei:s:oftbe cam•".·
pus radio station witb;sexual.inriiieii;. _·
dos and racial slurs. ·-:---·
"The show didn't live up to what
we thought were-·community standards," said Bart White, faculty adviser for alternative station WWHR;
whose licensfjs'lieid by tlftf iiniversi;
ty. "What shocks us ·here is notliing.
to thepeopleof·N:ewYork City,'.{-<,.;
-Whtie-- said ~-·the·· eight-memberBroa'<lcast;'A'~visory.· Boaccfliiiifiij>lit .
on whethei'1tii:allow.the.program -to
continue this·· year/ ''K\Ci. and the
Brain;'.'.'airing.on:Tuesdays at 8 p-.m,,
had beetion for:a-year:The cancellation will not affect the
academic standing of the disc jockey,
K.C. Armstrong of New York, a former summer intern for the controversiaflfoward Siem show. :.
_.''.It wa_~n'Uhatly~d;iy~!h~ut__
givmg'!fi'!l:a,chance,'.'.-~e.s,_td,l'l_:gave" litm •""o··academ1c-:"""'esters.:.
. :t·(llu1tit''ita"ited1n:ilie:gif~and:
ended. in the, gutter:. II' neve~ rqse_~
abovethat'~--c,\'.>!i-~ :~·-.
· The. station;:·with:.·IOO'watts.,iof
power; can·be: receive<l"6ti ·ramfius
and within a short distance of WKU.
Most commercial-radio statiOJJS:have
between 5,000 and 50,000 watts:': '
White said he voted to ren~w Armstrong's show after the student con-vinced him that he would clean
things up. But when the board split
4-4, White pulled the plug. The boa.rd
consists of faculty- members, pubhcradio workers and a student.
Armstrong said complaints to the
station came from those who didn't
understand his humor.
"We poke fun at everyone - ourselves most of all," Armstrong said.
"We make fun of stereotypes and the
people who create stereotypes.
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"l''guess tliM'jie'«iple' wlio,·com¥1(,:, ,Wfiite;;_said·_no,pa. ·cul~ _weekly
plained· didn't:-, have· ·the· sense,' I~" broad~ pr~llll?led ca plamts_.
change,1the station?, It's absurd:_-to_.'., ,,_,~eople g9t,tjrE\d.o _the~e:kmds;of
think tliat people. would agree, with .things:.-The student_s, eally·liked the
evervthing you·have to say." .
sho~, and it w.a.~ pop \ar.;Wbat hapWbite sat_d•Armstrong's pastbtoad, ''jle_ns _i~. when Jtiils a es listening !O
casts included a parody of a homo- this; parents also,are ble'to.hear ti,
sexual football team in which the vie- and they're the ones ·o call."
tors gang-rap~d•the· losers, and a
Ariitstron~ said he. !ans to talk to
telephone ciilqo a psychic in which the,;1111iyerstty's a,tto
_an~ mi!lht
he discussed .hts own alleged sexual contact- the Amencan CIVIi Liberties
problems, "very explicitly about or- Union because he thi · ks the board is
gan size."
practicing censorship.
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CORRECTIONS
A story about Sue Bennett College in yei;terday's
Herald-Leader should have sai the college iq London
had been placed on 18 months' probation P7fore it
lost its accreditation this week. Also, a ca11tton under,a photograph that accompanied the story should
have said':the accreditation was'revoke by the
Soutliem Association of Colleges and Schoo s.
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